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Abstract

Reactive nitrogen emissions are part of the nitrogen cycle. Human activities alter

this cycle, while natural emissions remain as background emissions. This thesis in-

vestigates the in�uence of natural reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions in Europe on

air concentrations and nitrogen deposition. Europe is the continent with the second

highest share of coastline relative to its area; thus, it is dominated by coastal zones

that are fragile habitats and ecosystems. It is highly populated and therefore an

area of high interest regarding possible ecosystem status changes.

Natural oxidized nitrogen emissions are mainly nitrogen monoxide emissions, origi-

nating from microbes, lightning and vegetation �res.

In this thesis, the years 2010-2012 are used to determine the in�uence of natural

oxidized nitrogen emissions on air concentrations and nitrogen deposition. Including

all processes, the share of natural emissions of the total reactive oxidized nitrogen

emissions is approximately 10% for Europe. The total annual emission of reactive

oxidized nitrogen in Europe is 7.2 Tg N, with 6.5 Tg N originating from anthro-

pogenic sources. Soil has the greatest share in the total natural emissions, with 0.37

Tg N (5.3% of total emissions), followed by lightning 0.30 Tg N (4.4%). Wild�res

are of minor relevance, with 0.02 Tg (0.3%) for the total budget of reactive oxidized

nitrogen, but they are essential for temporally and spatially limited investigations.

Primary emission �ux reduction by vegetation, called canopy reduction, reduces the

amount emitted by soil signi�cantly from 0.43 Tg N to 0.37 Tg N (reduction of 14%).

Reduced nitrogen emissions in Europe are 5.8 Tg N in total. Livestock, manure and

mineral fertilizers are responsible for the majority of such emissions, and wild�res,

industries and tra�c are only responsible for approximately 10%. The total emis-

sions of reactive nitrogen to the European air are 13 Tg N per year according to the

model calculations.

By assuming the maximum technically feasible reduction scenario for 2040, the

emissions reduction based on 2010 emissions is calculated and compared to natu-

ral emissions. Under the assumption of unchanged natural emissions, they doubled

their relative contribution to the total budget of reactive oxidized nitrogen. This is

clearly visible in summer with a contribution of about 20% in the base case to 40%

in the scenario calculations. The use of chemistry transport models reveals nonlinear

responses to emission changes in single regions. Dry deposition and wet deposition,

which are sensitive to the particle formation reactions, decrease regionally when nat-
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ural emissions of nitrogen and organic compounds from biogenic sources are added.

The deposition decrease reaches over 30% regionally.

The calculations were performed with the COSMO-CLM, SMOKE for Europe and

CMAQ model chain. For the calculation of canopy reduction and lightning emis-

sions, preprocessors were built, and models were developed. The canopy reduction

was implemented as in the GEOS-Chem model through a big-leaf approach depend-

ing on stomatal activity. Lightning was calculated with a �tting approach based on

model simulations of convective precipitation and satellite observation climatologies

of �ash densities. Both techniques, in combination with an evaluation for the Eu-

ropean model domain, are published in peer-reviewed scienti�c journals and have

added signi�cant new �ndings to the knowledge base.

Zusammenfassung

Reaktive Sticksto�emissionen sind Teil des Sticksto�kreislaufs. Der Mensch verän-

dert diesen Kreislauf, während die natürliche Emissionen einen festen Emissionshin-

tergrund darstellen. Diese Dissertation untersucht den Ein�uss natürlicher reaktiver

oxidierter Sticksto�emissionen auf Luftkonzentration und Deposition von Sticksto�

in Europa. Europa ist der Kontinent mit dem zweithöchsten Küstenanteil im Ver-

hältnis zu seiner Fläche. Daher wird Europa von Küstenzonen dominiert, die frag-

ile Lebensräume und Ökosysteme sind. Europa ist stark besiedelt und daher hin-

sichtlich möglicher Statusänderungen des Ökosystems von groÿem Interesse.

Natürliche oxidierte Sticksto�emissionen sind hauptsächlich Sticksto�monoxidemis-

sionen. Sticksto�monoxid wird von Bakterien, Gewitter und Vegetationsbrände

emittiert.

In dieser Arbeit werden die Jahre 2010-2012 betrachtet, um den Ein�uss der Emis-

sionen von oxidiertem Sticksto� auf Luftkonzentration und Deposition von Sticksto�

zu bestimmen. Der Anteil der natürlichen Emissionen an den gesamten reaktiven

oxidierten Sticksto�emissionen für Europa beträgt etwa 10%. Die Gesamtemission

von reaktivem oxidiertem Sticksto� in Europa beträgt 7,2 Tg N, wobei 6,5 Tg N aus

anthropogenen Quellen stammen. Der Boden hat mit 0,37 Tg N (5,3% der absoulten

Emission) den gröÿten Anteil an den gesamten natürlichen Emissionen, gefolgt von

Blitzen mit 0,30 Tg N (4,4%). Vegetationsbrände sind mit 0,02 Tg (0,3%) für das

Gesamtbudget von reaktivem oxidiertem Sticksto� von untergeordneter Bedeutung,
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sie sind jedoch für zeitlich und räumlich begrenzte Untersuchungen unerlässlich. Die

Verringerung des primären Emissions�usses durch die Vegetation, auch als �Canopy

Reduction� bezeichnet, reduziert die aus Böden emittierte Menge Sticksto�monoxid

signi�kant von 0,43 Tg N auf 0,37 Tg N (das entspricht einer Reduktion um 14%).

Die Emissionen reduzierter Sticksto�verbindungen in Europa betragen insgesamt

5,8 Tg N. Viehhaltung, Gülle und Mineraldünger sind für den Groÿteil dieser Emis-

sionen verantwortlich, Waldbrände, Industrie und Verkehr nur für etwa 10%. Die

Gesamtemission von reaktivem Sticksto� in die europäische Luft beträgt Modell-

rechnungen nach 13 Tg N pro Jahr.

Unter der Annahme eines maximal technisch realisierbaren Emissions-Reduktions-

szenarios für 2040 wurde die Reduktion anthopogener Emissionen basierend auf den

Emissionen von 2010 berechnet. Vorausgesetzt, dass sich die natürlichen Emissionen

bis 2040 nicht verändern, verdoppelten sie ihren relativen Beitrag zum Gesamtbud-

get von reaktivem oxidiertem Sticksto�. Dies sieht man besonders im Sommer, wo

der Anteil natürlicher Emissionen im Basifall etwa 20% beträgt, im Szenarienfall

hingegen bis zu 40%. Die Verwendung von Chemietransportmodellen zeigt zudem

ein nicht-lineares Verhalten in einzelnen Modellregionen. Trockene Deposition und

Nassdeposition, welche stark von der vorherigen Partikelbildung abhängen, reagieren

regional mit einer Abnahme bei Zunahme der natürlichen Emissionen, die aus Stick-

sto�monoxid und organischen Verbindungen aus biogenen Quellen bestehen. Die

Depositionsabnahme erreicht regional Werte bis zu 30%.

Die Berechnungen wurden mit der Modellkette COSMO-CLM, SMOKE for Eu-

rope und CMAQ durchgeführt. Für die Berechnungen der Canopy Reduction und

der Blitzemissionen wurden Preprozessoren erstellt und Rechenmodelle entwickelt.

Die Canopy Reduction wurde wie im GEOS-CHEM-Modell durch einen Big-Leaf-

Ansatz in Abhängigkeit der Aktivität der Stomata implementiert. Die Blitzemissio-

nen wurden mit einem linearen Regressionsansatz berechnet, der auf Modellsimula-

tionen von konvektivem Niederschlag und Satellitenbeobachtungsklimatologien von

Blitzdichten basiert. Beide Techniken wurden, in Kombination mit einer Auswer-

tung für eine europäische Modelldomäne, in wissenschaftlichen Zeitschriften veröf-

fentlicht und haben zum Grundlagenverständins und der Modellierung natürlicher

Emissionen bedeutende neue Erkenntnisse beigetragen.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Forms and sources of nitrogen

Nitrogen has long been known to humankind as a useful substance. Nitrogen was

even known in old China and ancient Egypt (Weyer, 2018), although not in its

chemical form but rather as a substance usable for di�erent applications, such as

fertilization and textile processing.

Nitrogen is a key element for life. Proteins and enzymes, as well as the genetic infor-

mation in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), are based on nitrogen compounds. Thus,

nitrogen is involved in the metabolism of plants, animals and humans and is an

important nutrient for organic matter (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2011; Fowler et al.,

2013).

Nitrogen can basically be present in three states: inert as N2 molecules, which are

chemically nonreactive, and in two reactive forms, oxidized or reduced. Although

the Earth's atmosphere is composed of 78% inert nitrogen, the reactive forms are

trace gases with a proportion on the magnitude of 10−4% (Seinfeld and Pandis,

1998).

Inert nitrogen does not participate in chemical reactions or act as a nutrient, unless

it is �xed by biotic (nitrogen-�xing bacteria) or abiotic (lightning and combustion)

processes.

The reactive forms of nitrogen in the atmosphere originate from di�erent processes.

Oxidized nitrogen is primarily emitted from combustion processes and microbial

activities. Reduced nitrogen in the atmosphere is mainly emitted from manure

(Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2011; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998; Yienger and Levy, 1995;

Williams and Fehsenfeld, 1991; Crutzen, 1979; Martin et al., 2003; Hertel et al.,

2011; Rostami et al., 2015).

With the invention of the Haber-Bosch process in 1909 (Birch, 2016), ammonia has

been technically producible from nitrogen in the air. This invention was a revolution
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1 Introduction

in the industrial production of fertilizers. The worldwide demand and production of

industrially produced nitrogen fertilizer in 2010 was approximately 150 Tg N (ter-

agram nitrogen), with 200 Tg N predicted for 2020 (He�er and Prud�homme, 2010,

2016). Emissions to the atmosphere from industrial nitrogen fertilizers are generally

lower than emissions from manure (Hertel et al., 2011; Rostami et al., 2015). Global

emissions of reduced reactive nitrogen are estimated to be 69 Tg N, with 40 Tg being

anthropogenic related, 20 Tg N from natural terrestrial emissions and 9 Tg N from

the oceans (Fowler et al., 2013).

Reduced reactive nitrogen is an important precursor and a source of secondary

aerosols. Reduced nitrogen is not only a problem for air quality but is also a prob-

lem for ground water due to ground water nitri�cation (Sutton et al., 2011a).

Oxidized nitrogen compounds, especially nitrogen monoxide, originate from com-

bustion and microbial processes. Combustion includes anthropogenic and natural

high-temperature processes, such as lightning and vegetation �res. Nitrogen oxides

play a major role in tropospheric chemistry (Crutzen, 1979). They control the ozone

cycle and are involved in the acidi�cation of rainwater due to the formation of nitric

acid in cloud droplets (Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998). Moreover, nitrogen dioxide is a

toxic gas. Humans and animals exposed to nitrogen dioxide have an increased risk

for pulmonary diseases, speci�cally pulmonary edema (von Nieding and Wagner,

1979), which might lead over longer periods to lung cancer (Hamra et al., 2015).

Furthermore, nitrogen oxides also have an in�uence over the formation of �ne par-

ticulate matter, which are also harmful to the respiratory system.

The natural emission of nitrogen monoxide from soil and lightning strikes oxidizing

inert nitrogen close the nitrogen cycle and make inert nitrogen available for plants

and bacteria (Sutton et al., 2011b).

The total global emissions of reactive oxidized nitrogen is estimated to be 45 - 50

Tg N, with approximately 30 Tg N emitted by anthropogenic processes and 15- 17

Tg N by �res, soil and lightning, with approximately 5-7 Tg N each (Fowler et al.,

2013; Martin et al., 2003). Vegetation �res count as natural emissions, but in 80%

of the cases, the �res are caused by anthropogenic reasons.
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1.2 The nitrogen cycle and reaction pathways in the atmosphere

1.2 The nitrogen cycle and reaction pathways in

the atmosphere

All three types of nitrogen are involved in microbial activities in the soil. The inert

nitrogen will only be used by a few nitrogen-�xing bacteria. Reduced nitrogen,

especially ammonium (NH+
4 ), will be used by plants via nitrogen assimilation at

the roots(Sorgoná et al., 2011). Ammonia (NH3) will be used by bacteria in the

process of nitri�cation (Eq. 1.1), where ammonia is converted into nitrate (NO−3 )

with intermediate steps of hydroxylamine (NH2OH) and nitrite (NO−2 ). Nitrate is

also available to plants through nitrogen assimilation. After assimilation, it will be

converted to ammonium by nitrate reduction (Tischner, 2000).

NH3 → NH2OH→ NO−2 → NO−3 (1.1)

In addition to manure and chemical fertilizers, atmospheric deposition will serve

as a source for ammonia and ammonium. Oxidized nitrogen is directly available as

nitrate and does not need to participate in the nitri�cation process. After dilution

and dissociation in water, nitrogen oxides are already nitrate ions that will in�ltrate

the soil. This is accomplished by washout from deposited matter and from atmo-

spheric washout of nitrogen oxides (as nitric acid, HNO3). Another source is plant

residue that is depolymerized and made available in the step of ammoni�cation.

Following nitri�cation, there are several pathways for the further processing of

nitrate. The nitrate could be leeched to the ground water or be retransformed to

ammonia by the dissimilatory nitrate reduction to ammonium (DNRA) (Butterbach-

Bahl et al., 2011), which is more related to aquatic systems. Some bacteria can

use the nitrate as the �nal electron acceptor and are responsible for the process

of denitri�cation (Eq. 1.2). Denitri�cation forms new inert nitrogen (N2) that is

emitted from the soil to the atmosphere.

NO−3 → NO−2 → NO→ N2O→ N2 (1.2)

This closes the nitrogen cycle (Fig 1.1). In addition to denitri�cation, the anaero-

bic ammonia oxidation (Anammox) process is able to form N2 directly in the soil.

Anammox is a topic of recent research and is identi�ed as a very important process

in coastal aquatic systems (Holtappels et al., 2009). Denitri�cation has some further
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1 Introduction

steps that lead to the direct emission of nitrous oxide (N2O) and nitrogen monoxide

(NO) from the soil (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2011).
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Figure 1.1: A simpli�ed scheme of the nitrogen cycle through the compartments of soil,
vegetation and atmosphere. Black arrows indicate migration pathways from
the atmosphere to the soil. Green indicates plant-related processes, and brown
indicates processes related to the soil and nitri�cation. Red is related to the
ammoni�cation processes. Light blue are the nitrogen compounds, and blue
are processes related to denitri�cation. Grey is the anammox reaction, and
purple is the DNRA reaction. Modi�ed and merged from (Butterbach-Bahl
et al., 2011; Schimel and Bennett, 2004).

Despite the nitrogen cycle combining the compartments of soil, vegetation and

atmosphere, there are several atmospheric reaction pathways of nitrogen. The

overview given here references Hertel et al. (2011) and Seinfeld and Pandis (1998).

The relevant atmospheric reaction pathways are shown in Figure 1.2.

Atmospheric reactive nitrogen develops from two sides: reduced and oxidized. Am-

monia is the primary emission of reduced nitrogen. The oxidized nitrogen starts
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1.2 The nitrogen cycle and reaction pathways in the atmosphere

with the primary emission of nitrogen monoxide. Nitrogen monoxide quickly reacts

to nitrogen dioxide (NO2) by ozone (O3) (Eq. 1.3).

NO + O3 → NO2 + O2 (1.3)

This reaction depends on the available ozone and occurs with and without sun-

light. It makes nitrogen monoxide available for further reactions in the atmosphere

by oxidation. In daytime with the in�uence of UV light (as hν), it can be converted

back through a photolytic reaction (Eq. 1.4).

NO2 + O2 + hν → NO + O3 (1.4)

The reactions 1.3 and 1.4 are called the tropospheric ozone cycle. The ozone cy-

cle consists of the most important reaction pathways in the troposphere regarding

oxidized nitrogen. It makes the less reactive nitrogen monoxide available to many

other compounds and allows it to participate in many more reactions by conversion

to nitrogen dioxide. The other way to form nitrogen dioxide from nitrogen monoxide

is through nitrous acid and the OH radical.

From NO2, reactions into organic nitrates like peroxyacyl nitrate (PAN) and iso-

propyl nitrate,n-propyl nitrate, isoprene nitrates and isobutyl nitrate (NTR) and

inorganic peroxynitric acid (PNA) as reservoir molecules are possible. Further-

more, the nitrate radical and dinitrogen pentoxide (N2O5) are formed. These species

act more like reactive intermediate species, leading to the formation of nitric acid

(HNO3).

The direct reaction to form nitric acid is the reaction of the OH radical with NO2

(Eq. 1.5).

NO2 + OH· → HNO3 (1.5)

Nitric acid forms together with ammonia the ammonium nitrate aerosol, which

combines the emission and complex reaction pathways of oxidized nitrogen with the

emission of ammonia.

This thesis analyzes the total budgets of reactive nitrogen, either reduced or oxi-

dized. All reactive oxidized nitrogen compounds are denoted as NOy and include

NO, NO2, NO3,NO
−
3 , N2O5, HONO, HO2NO2, HNO3 organic and inorganic nitrates

(PAN, NTR and PNA), while NOx are only NO and NO2. Reduced reactive nitro-

gen is denoted NHx and consists of NH3 and NH+
4 .
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1 Introduction

Reaction partners are several species. As already mentioned, UV light as hν, ozone

as O3 and OH· as peroxyradical are the most important. Other partners are ∆

(energy), O (oxygen), RO2 (alkyl peroxy radical), H2O (water), RH (hydrocarbons)

and ROO2 (peroxyradicals). They have several formation mechanisms, but these

are beyond the scope of this thesis.

Another group of substances that in�uence the nitrogen cycle in the atmosphere

are volatile organic compounds (VOCs). These are mainly hydrocarbons that con-

tribute to the carbon cycle (Stavrakou et al., 2009). VOCs also consume nitrogen

dioxide by chemical transformation to organic nitrates (NTR). Organic nitrates can

be as important as 5% of the total NOy (Shepson, 2007). VOCs are emitted by an-

thropogenic combusion processes (e.g., alkenes, aromatic compounds, ketones and

aldehydes) and biogenic evaporation and processes by plants (e.g., isoprene, ter-

penes, ketones and aldehydes) (Ng et al., 2017; Kesselmeier and Staudt, 1999).

Chemical species in the atmosphere are transported, react and are deposited. De-

position describes the removal of species from the air by gravitational settling or

washout. The settling process is referred to as dry deposition. The removal by

washout in fog and rain is designated as wet deposition (Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts,

2000; Hemond and Fechner, 2015; Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).

Dry deposition works by the gravitation force that draws matter to the Earth's

surface. This force is opposed by friction forces. Wesely (1989) describes the most

common model for describing dry deposition processes. Dry deposition is modeled

as an electrical current through a network of resistances. The current describes the

deposition by gravitation, while the resistors are all opposing forces. The current

reaching the end points at the leaves or the surface is the resulting dry deposition.

Essentially, the resistor network is split into three parts, describing the aerodynamic

resistance, the boundary layer resistance and the resistance by the up-taking pro-

cesses. It is utilized in the majority of common chemistry transport models (Byun

and Schere, 2006; Wang et al., 1998; Schlünzen et al., 2012).

Wet deposition scavenges chemical substances by dissolution or by coagulation pro-

cesses by cloud, fog and rain droplets. There are di�erent approaches that all need

to take Henry's law and the coagulation e�ciency into account for the correct rep-

resentation of wet deposition. For details on the parameters, see, e.g., Fountoukis

and Nenes (2007). The captured chemicals are then bound to the rain, cloud or fog

water. In solution, they participate in wet-phase chemistry. The amount of cloud
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water that is converted into precipitation and the part of fog that settles deposit

the contained chemical compounds to the Earth's surface (Hemond and Fechner,

2015). Because gas molecules are su�ciently compact, they are less in�uenced by

the aerodynamic resistance than particles. Particles are instead better capturable

by coagulation than gases by dissolution in cloud water. This leads to preferred

deposition pathways by the phase state of the chemical compounds. Particles are

more a�ected by wet deposition, while gasses are more a�ected by dry deposition

(Finlayson-Pitts and Pitts, 2000; Hemond and Fechner, 2015; Kulshrestha, 2017;

Seinfeld and Pandis, 1998).

1.3 Problems arising from nitrogen

Nitrogen is not only a nutrient and driver of living matter but may also act as

a poison. Atmospheric emissions of reduced nitrogen are precursors of secondary

aerosols. Fine particles cause serious health problems, such as cardiovascular dis-

eases and pulmonary disease, and they may cause premature death of people already

su�ering from cardiovascular and pulmonary diseases (Pope III et al., 2002). Nitro-

gen depositions to di�erent ecosystems are acting as a seminatural fertilizer, but over

fertilization has negative implications for ecosystem status and diversity (Sala et al.,

2000; Ærtebjerg et al., 2001; Durand et al., 2011). In addition to atmospheric pol-

lution, nitrate, which is exceedingly leeching from manure, is a challenging problem

of the 21st century. Nitrate is very mobile in soils, and leeching to the groundwater

leads to groundwater pollution. Under certain conditions, nitrate is converted into

nitrite. Nitrite is highly poisonous because it oxidizes the iron in the blood and

blocks oxygen transport in the body. Nitrite concentrations in drinking water that

are too high lead to blue baby syndrome, which is a medical condition that can be

fatal to infants (Ward et al., 2005). This is even true for regions that are not asso-

ciated with severe pollution problems, such as regions in lower Saxony of Germany

(Fuest, 2000).

Oxidized nitrogen, which is mainly emitted from anthropogenic combustion pro-

cesses, is another challenge for the ecosystem and human health. In addition to

forming precursor substances for ammonium nitrate aerosols and the problems linked

with particles described above, nitrogen oxides are leading to a series of problems.
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1.4 Coastal zones as fragile habitats

Nitrogen oxides have a serious impact on the oxidation capacity of the atmosphere,

are responsible for the acidi�cation of rain water and are in�uencing the near-

ground ozone levels, leading to smog and immediate health problems (Crutzen,

1979; Townsend et al., 2003; Benton et al., 2000). On longer time scales and for

longer exposure, studies indicate that there are serious health problems caused by

nitrogen dioxide. Already existing health problems become worse, such as COPD

or asthmatic diseases (Khaniabadi et al., 2018; Strand et al., 1998), and new pul-

monary diseases can occur. These are in�ammatory diseases, such as pulmonary

edema, and may lead in extreme cases to lung cancer (von Nieding and Wagner,

1979; Hamra et al., 2015).

Nitrogen emissions and reactive nitrogen in the atmosphere are not unusual. Dif-

ferent natural emissions sources create a background of nitrogen that will be in a

natural balanced state that is not harmful to living matter and the ecosystem status.

Consequently, understanding the natural processes that cause nitrogen emissions is

highly relevant to understanding those sources that are in agreement with human

health. Singular events, such as volcanic activities or massive biomass burning, may

alter this background in speci�c cases and be harmful. However, in general, this

natural background creates a stable state of the nitrogen cycle.

1.4 Coastal zones as fragile habitats

Coastal zones are the transition zones between the main compartments of the Earth's

ecosystem. Aquatic, terrestrial and atmospheric e�ects are linked very closely in this

region; thus, individual e�ects have the largest impact on the other compartments in

coastal areas. Ocean dynamics will be highly in�uenced by the form of coastal areas

and the meteorology, thereby in�uencing ocean dynamics, which in turn in�uence

atmospheric dynamics (Ortiz-Suslow et al., 2016).

In terms of chemical interactions, oceanic processes are highly sensitive in this

area because nutrient and pollutant transport by runo�, deposition and estuarine

systems are the highest in coastal areas, and dilution is small in coastal areas com-

pared to the open ocean. Thus, the sensitivity of the coastal zone to any natural or

human-caused change is very high and directly impacts ecosystem health, biodiver-

sity and the quality of life of its inhabitants (Durand et al., 2011).
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In terms of nitrogen load, the �ux to aquatic coastal ecosystems is dominated by

riverine transport and atmospheric deposition processes (Voss et al., 2011). Depend-

ing on the geographical location, either atmospheric deposition or riverine input is

a more important source of nitrogen. For example, the Mediterranean Sea is more

in�uenced by atmospheric deposition than by riverine input. In northern Europe,

estuarine and shelf areas of the North and Baltic Seas are more in�uenced by riverine

input than by atmospheric deposition (Voss et al., 2011). The atmospheric nitrogen

deposition to the North Sea is approximately one third of the riverine input to the

North Sea, while the atmospheric deposition to the Baltic Sea is one �fth of the

riverine input for the Baltic Sea. The exceeding input of nitrogen to coastal waters

leads to critical levels of algae bloom and microorganism fertilization (Durand et al.,

2011). This impacts oxygen and light availability, leading to increased death rates

or mass deaths of species and therefore a changing composition of marine species

(see Fig. 1.3). Although oceanic ecosystems are large enough to compensate for a

certain amount of extra nutrient input, coastal areas are the areas with the highest

nutrient concentrations due to their small extent and are much more sensitive. An-

Figure 1.3: Chain of processes leading to ecosystem failure in aquatic, especially coastal,
zones. From (Durand et al., 2011).

thropogenic and natural nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere are washed out within

rain and fog. Washout, dilution and dissociation lead to an acidi�cation of the rain-

water. Larger systems such as oceans are less sensitive to this, and the pH value

is mainly controlled by carbon dioxide. Coastal systems are more vulnerable to an
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1.5 Policies regarding reactive nitrogen

acidi�cation of the water bodies by nitrogen oxide deposition (Doney et al., 2007).

The onshore coastal ecosystem status also reacts to the acidi�cation of rainwater by

a loss of biodiversity (Remke et al., 2009).

1.5 Policies regarding reactive nitrogen

There are several national and multinational agreements, policies and legislative ap-

proaches regarding the reduction of reactive nitrogen in the environment. However,

there is no joint reactive nitrogen legislation approach regulating reactive nitrogen

as an interdisciplinary problem (Oenema et al., 2011). This is related to the parti-

tioning of nitrogen research and the related economic and legislative �elds that are

independent of each other regarding the sources of nitrogen. The nitrogen oxides

mainly emitted by tra�c and industry are concerns of other interest and economic

sectors than the reduced nitrogen that is emitted from agriculture. However, there

are basic approaches for reducing the nitrogen load to the environment. For in-

stance, thresholds for nitrogen dioxide concentrations at measurement stations are

implemented on a multinational basis (threshold values of the European Union for

NOx, for example) or emission guidelines and restrictions related to car exhaust

emissions, such as the EURO 0 to 6 classes. For a review of the legislation, see

Nesbit et al. (2016). For agriculture, manure insertion techniques and times are

de�ned that speci�cally regulate atmospheric emissions (Backes et al., 2016c,b).

Legislative approaches are in the con�icting �elds of human welfare, ecosystem

health and economic interest and strength. With respect to economical projec-

tions and legislation approaches, the calculation of emission scenarios is possible.

Natural emissions do not underlie legislation or could be controlled by human ac-

tivities like combustion emissions could. The strength of natural emissions may

also be altered by climate change, land use change and the seminatural fertiliza-

tion by enhanced nitrogen deposition, but they form the background level that will

interact with and in�uence the concentration and deposition patterns of nitrogen

independently of human activities.

1.6 Natural nitrogen emissions

Natural emissions are often considered by the descriptions and problems above. The

key point regarding natural emissions to the atmosphere is that they are a natural
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background that will not disappear. Another key fact is that they are responsible for

closing the gap in the nitrogen cycle. In particular, the reactive nitrogen emissions

from the soil and the nitrogen oxidation by lightning are responsible for this closure.

These emissions are in�uenced by meteorological conditions and the state of the soil.

Under changing environmental conditions, these emissions might drastically change.

However, even under unchanged physical conditions, natural emissions might be-

come more important because of changes in the chemical composition of the at-

mosphere. Anthropogenic nitrogen oxide emissions are declining and expected to

decline more in the future (Amann et al., 2012). This will make natural emissions

more important and a signi�cant source of air pollutants, even in anthropogenically

utilized regions such as Europe or North America.

Actual emissions of reactive oxidized nitrogen by soil, lightning and vegetation

�res (with the assumption that these �res are natural) globally are approximately

17 Tg N (Martin et al., 2003; Fowler et al., 2013; Galloway et al., 2004), which

is approximately 40% of the total global emissions of reactive oxidized nitrogen.

The three sources are almost equally responsible for the 17 Tg N, with the highest

emissions by lightning with 6.2 Tg N.

Europe has a share of 17% (Martin et al., 2003) to the global emissions of reactive

oxidized nitrogen. The sum of emissions from natural sources in Europe of reactive

oxidized nitrogen are in a wide range, with 0.66 Tg N by Galloway et al. (2004) and

a range between 0.14 and 1.5 Tg N by Simpson et al. (1999). This opens a span of

natural emissions contribution from 2.3% to 25%.

Natural emissions of reactive reduced nitrogen in Europa are estimated to be 0.07

Tg N to 0.7 Tg N (Simpson et al., 1999; Galloway et al., 2004) with anthropogenic

emissions being approximately 4-5 Tg N (Backes et al., 2016c; Galloway et al., 2004).

This is a share of 1.4% to 18% depending on the emission estimates.

1.7 Scienti�c questions

As stated above, natural emissions of reactive nitrogen lead to a concentration and

deposition background that will not disappear. However, how intense is this back-

ground, what is naturally caused and where are the hot spots of natural reactive

nitrogen emissions?
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As most atmospheric chemistry processes are nonlinear, so are the physical pro-

cesses related to the chemical species in the atmosphere. Chemical transformation

will create aerosols that have a completely di�erent deposition behavior than gaseous

substances. As shown in Aulinger et al. (2016) and Backes et al. (2016a), shipping

emissions and agricultural emissions form vast amounts of nitrogen aerosols when

reacting in coastal zones. How do natural emissions interact with anthropogenic

emissions? Do they contribute to secondary pollutants and aerosols in the atmo-

sphere, and to what extent? Which areas will be in�uenced the most by deposition

and how much would be anthropogenicly not disturbed? Additionally, as natural

emissions concerning nitrogen are organic compounds, how do these emissions in-

teract with other compounds in the atmosphere?

Another important part is the quanti�cation of natural sinks. As soil, vegetation

and atmosphere exchange are primarily described by direct emission and dry depo-

sition in common models, how does the vegetation in�uence the emission of reactive

nitrogen to the atmosphere? Which type of vegetation a�ects emissions the most?

Under the pressure of changing anthropogenic emissions, natural emissions might

become more important for speci�c regions. Which regions will be more in�uenced

in the future by natural emissions, and in which regions will natural emissions dom-

inate the nitrogen budget?

Continental Europe covers approximately 16% of the Earth's surface. It is the

continental region with the second highest fraction of coastline relative to its area

after America. Approximately half of its coastlines belong to its northern regions.

Thus, northern European areas are mainly coastal zones, which are particularly

concerned with atmospheric nitrogen input and input change. This makes Europe

a suitable investigation area for coastal research. How much do natural emissions

in�uence this fragile habitat in terms of concentration and deposition? Are natural

emissions in this region of any importance, or are they negligible?

This thesis asks some of the questions raised above under the following over-

all question: How do reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions from natural

sources a�ect air concentrations and the deposition of nitrogen com-

pounds in northern European coastal areas?
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In particular, three questions will be focused on:

• Will the vegetation act as a sink for natural reactive oxidized nitrogen emis-

sions?

• How important are natural sources of reactive nitrogen for the European at-

mospheric nitrogen budget?

• What role will reactive nitrogen from natural sources play in Europe under

largely reduced anthropogenic emissions?

1.8 Structure of the thesis

The �rst chapter of this thesis is an introduction to nitrogen, atmospheric nitrogen

reactions and problems arising from nitrogen. The second chapter is dedicated to

the methods used in this thesis for emissions modeling and chemistry transport

modeling.

The third chapter is about emissions modeling as a tool for air quality and basic

research and a general overview of natural emissions sources. It is an extraction of

parts from the review paper �Modeling emissions for three-dimensional atmospheric

chemistry transport models� by Volker Matthias, Jan A. Arndt, Armin Aulinger,

Johannes Bieser, Hugo Denier van der Gon, Richard Kranenburg, Jeroen Kuenen,

Daniel Neumann, George Pouliot and Markus Quante published in Taylor & Fran-

cis: Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association, Vol 68, 2018, p. 763-800.

The fourth Chapter will evaluate vegetation as an important impact factor on the

primary emissions of natural oxidized nitrogen to determine whether the vegetation

acts as a sink for natural reactive nitrogen emissions. This chapter is from the re-

search paper �Implementation of di�erent big-leaf canopy reduction functions in the

Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS) and their impact on concentrations of

oxidized nitrogen species in northern Europe� by Jan A. Arndt, Armin Aulinger and

Volker Matthias published in Elsevier Journal: Atmospheric Environment Vol. 191,

October 2018, p. 302-311. Preliminary results were presented at the 17th CMAS

Conference in 2017 in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, United States of America, and

at the GEIA Emission Modeling Conference 2017 in Hamburg, Germany.
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The �fth chapter is about lightning as an atmospheric natural nitrogen source.

It will evaluate the importance of lightning as a natural source of reactive nitrogen

for the European atmospheric nitrogen budget. This chapter is the research pa-

per �Quanti�cation of lightning-induced nitrogen oxide emissions over Europe� by

Jan A. Arndt, Armin Aulinger and Volker Matthias published in Published in Else-

vier Journal: Atmospheric Environment Vol. 202, April 2019, p. 128-141.

The sixth chapter combines the di�erent natural impact factors on nitrogen oxide

emissions and presents them in the context of decreasing anthropogenic nitrogen

emissions in the future. Based on an emissions scenario, it will estimate what role

reactive nitrogen from natural sources will play in Europe under largely changing

emissions conditions. It is a manuscript in a draft state written by Jan A. Arndt,

Armin Aulinger and Volker Matthias. It is submitted as a conference presentation

and abstract for the 37th International Technical Meeting on Air Pollution Mod-

elling and its Application 2019 Conference in Hamburg, Germany. It is also planned

to be published in a peer-reviewed journal in 2019.

The last chapter is an overarching conclusion summarizing the �ndings of the

research articles and chapters. The scienti�c questions asked will be answered there,

and an outlook for further activities in the �eld of natural nitrogen emissions will

be given.
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2 Approach and procedure

2.1 Meteorological, Emissions and Chemistry

Transport Models

Di�erent types of models are used to describe the changes in atmospheric physical

and chemical parameters. Although there are simple models that are very compu-

tationally e�cient, these models do not use nonlinear reaction pathways, consider

all relevant species, feature depositional loss calculations or are spatially resolved.

Rather, three types of spatially resolved numerical models are used in this thesis.

These models are time-integrating models that allow studying the e�ects of chemical

composition changes with a justi�able e�ort: wet-primitive equation solving meteo-

rological models, time and space resolving emissions models and numerical chemical

transport models. Because most parts described in this chapter are basic atmo-

spheric science knowledge, this material references the common textbooks (Seinfeld

and Pandis, 1998; Etling, 1996; Jacobson, 1999; Sokhi et al., 2018).

Wet-primitive equation solving meteorological models are state-of-the-art in weather

forecasting models that are also applied in climate research. They solve the primitive

equations of momentum, energy and mass conservation with respect to water and

phase change of water. Greenhouse gas concentrations (such as CO2), radiation, pre-

cipitation and other subscale parameters are parameterized in the models such that

they can cover the full spectrum of atmospheric physical and chemical states. Some

models are even able to consider reactive chemical compounds that form aerosols in

their cloud physics through physicochemical exchange and therefore to include the

�rst and second direct and indirect aerosol e�ects in their computations. These cou-

pled models consume an extreme amount of computational power. They have a high

nonlinearity to di�erentiate between the e�ect directly caused by emissions change

and side e�ects, e.g., higher rain rates, which is di�cult. Thus, this thesis does

not use these coupled models to reduce the complexity of the experiments. Rather,
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a regional weather forecasting model in climate mode, the Consortium for small

scale modeling - Climate limited-area modelling-community model (COSMO-CLM)

(Rockel et al., 2008), was used.

Emissions models are the basis for numerical chemical compound modeling. Emis-

sions models compute the amount, location and time of chemical compounds that

are released into the atmosphere based on bottom-up and top-down approaches.

Bottom-up means that spatial surrogates and related activity data are used with an

emissions factor to calculate the emissions. A good example is road tra�c, where

roads and corresponding tra�c data are used with an emissions factor of chemi-

cal species, which results in emissions per street kilometer. Top-down is based on

an emissions estimate already known that is afterwards distributed with a spatial

surrogate. A typical example is agricultural emissions calculation, where an annual

total emissions estimate from an emissions register is used in conjunction with land

use data to calculate the emissions in speci�c agricultural areas. After the spatial

separation, time pro�les are assumed for each emissions sector and applied to the

emissions. This creates the amount, location and time of chemical compounds that

are released.

Emissions models are toolboxes combining di�erent tools and techniques to create

an emissions dataset rather than a closed model, such as the meteorological model.

This is due to the di�erent types of input data that an emissions model must han-

dle to create a total emissions dataset. This work uses the emissions model Sparse

Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions for Europe (SMOKE for Europe) (Bieser et al.,

2011a).

Chemistry transport models calculate the transport and transformation of reactive

chemical compounds in the atmosphere. These models also describe depositional

loss by gravity and washout. The model used to describe the chemical changes in

this work is comparable to a meteorological model. Chemistry transport models

are basically a representation of the transport equation with source and sink terms,

where there is a mathematical formulation for every term and an equation system

for every source and sink portion.

∂Ci
∂t

= −−→v ∇Ci +D∇2Ci + Σrsource − Σrsink + Σrchem.prod − Σrchem.loss (2.1)
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Equation 2.1 shows the transport equation, with Ci as species concentration,
−→v as

wind vector, D as di�usion coe�cient, and r representing production and loss rates

due to emission, deposition and chemical transformation, respectively. The processes

described in Equation 2.1 are the local concentration change with time equals the

advection, di�usion, emission, deposition and the chemical transformation of species.

Additionally, the chemical transport model solves an equation system for every Σr

term speci�cally for the reaction pathways of the respective species Ci. In this thesis,

the Community Multi-scale Air Quality (CMAQ) model is used (Byun and Ching,

1999; Byun and Schere, 2006). This model features a gas-phase, water-phase and

aerosol chemistry based on the carbon bond 5 gas reactions (Kelly et al., 2010) and

the aero6 aerosol mechanism and is therefore highly suitable for the purposes of this

study. The three models are summarized in the COSMO-CLM SMOKE-EU CMAQ

chemistry transport model framework (see Fig. 2.1)

1

SMOKE EU

AREA

POINT

BIOG

…

t=1,2,….n

NO,NO2,NH3,NH4,CO…

COSMO CLM CMAQ

Concentration

Deposition

t=1,2,….n

NO,NO2,NH3,NH4,CO…

Anthropogenic 
Sources

Biogenic Sources

Figure 2.1: Model chain as used for the simulations in this thesis. COSMO-CLM me-
teorological data from the coastDat 2 and 3 project are used, together with
emissions processed with the SMOKE-EU model. Dispersion, deposition and
chemical reactions are calculated by CMAQ.
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2.2 Technical basics of spatially resolved time

integrating models

Models are descriptions of reality with reduced complexity. Although there are

various types of models, e.g., conceptual or deterministic analytical mathematical

models, numerical simulation models are mathematical models that solve equation

systems with numerical methods. The formulations of these models are coupled

partial di�erential equation systems that have no analytic solution and that need to

be solved with numerical iterative methods.

Because the models used are spatially resolved models, there is a need to distin-

guish between global and limited area models. Although global models cover the

entire Earth, limited area models are regional models applied to a limited region,

the so-called model domain. Both types use equidistantly spaced boxes to represent

the chemical and physical conditions of the Earth and its atmosphere for each box

representatively. The created grid is used to discretize the partial di�erential equa-

tions of transport and chemical transformation for numerical solving.

Limited area models need the information of in�ow and out�ow of substances at

their lateral boundaries to correctly reproduce the actual concentration �elds in a

global context. The boundary condition is sliced out from coarser global models and

provided along with the emissions data. This is called 1-way nesting. This technique

is often used to increase the resolution of the target model domain without losing

the information at the boundaries.

Solving the equation systems requires considerable computational power. Nu-

merical models that are time integrating models have two critical sizes de�ning the

required computational power. One is the typical scale of movement, and the other

is the spatial resolution. They are linked by the conservation law of physics and must

ful�ll the Courant�Friedrichs�Lewy condition. This condition requires the integrat-

ing time step to be adjusted by the spatial resolution. Models with high spatial

resolution will need a shorter integration time step than those with larger resolution

by a comparable typical process velocity. Shorter time steps in higher-resolution

models signi�cantly increase the required computational power and time. Notably,

this makes the resolution of the model used a critical value, and it must be adopted

to the scienti�c question asked.
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Thus, 1-way nesting reduces the computational power needed by calculating on a

global grid with coarse resolution and limits the computational power needed for the

high-resolution calculation by choosing only a small domain. This favors the usage

of nested models because they have a high resolution by saving computational power

using a smaller model domain.

There is a limitation of downscaling between two grids by a factor of 4 to retain

the stability of the model. This may need multiple nestings to achieve the target

resolution by a given global resolution. Meanwhile, 1-way nesting does not support

feedback of the increased resolution on the coarser grid by design. This means that

there might be a di�erence and therefore high gradients at the boundaries between

the coarse and the high-resolution grids.

2.3 Model evaluation procedures and statistics

To prove that a model performs well, model output data are statistically analyzed.

This often means that the output data are compared against observational data with

statistical measures, such as di�erences of means (expressed as the bias), normalized

mean bias (NMB) and mean normalized bias (MNB), root mean square error of

prediction (RMSEP) or correlation (corr), which are the most important time series

analysis tools. With A and B as the time series to be compared, with A and B

being the averages of A and B, respectively, the statistical measures are de�ned as

follows:

BIAS = A−B (2.2)

MNB =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(
Ai −Bi

Bi

) (2.3)

NMB =
A−B
B

(2.4)

RMSEP =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Ai −Bi) (2.5)
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As we need the standard deviation as a statistical parameter and also for the corre-

lation coe�cient, it is de�ned as follows:

σA =

√√√√ 1

N

N∑
i=1

(Ai − A)2 (2.6)

With the linear (Pearson) correlation coe�cient de�ned as follows:

corr =

1

N

∑N
i=1(Bi −B)(Ai − A)

σAσB
(2.7)

according to Schlünzen and Sokhi (2008).

All the above metrics (Eq. 2.2 to 2.7) require normally distributed values. Con-

centration data are mostly not normally distributed. To use metrics and tests for

normally distributed values, transformations are needed. The transformations used

in this thesis are logarithmic transformation and Fisher-z transformation for corre-

lation values.

To determine whether a di�erence between the modeled and observed time series

or a change in the statistical parameters is signi�cant, tests are performed. The

most used tests are the t-test of means and the Fisher-z-transformed correlation

coe�cients. Depending on the setup of the experiment, the test is performed as a

paired or unpaired t-test.

In the case of air quality and chemical compounds in the atmosphere, this compar-

ison might be performed by air quality measurement station or satellite observations.

Although a station measurement has high individual quality, temporal resolution

and small uncertainty, it represents only a very limited spatial footprint of chemi-

cal conditions. Observation stations are scattered over the research region and do

not cover regions completely. Satellite observations, however, have a high spatial

representativeness and worldwide coverage, but they only have limited temporal res-

olution, and the individual observation has a considerable random uncertainty. In

contrast to ground measurements, satellites often only retrieve column data, rely on

various models and assumptions and are only available for very few chemical species.

Nevertheless, both observations can be very useful, particularly in combination and
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depending on the scienti�c question being asked.

This standard technique could be of limited use, especially when changes in the

data or model should be evaluated. There might be a model improvement in the

manner of better representation of processes in the model or emissions, even when

the comparison of values will indicate deterioration. This is the problem of �right

for the wrong reason �. To clarify this e�ect, a simple example is constructed: Let

us assume that the modeled concentrations were in good agreement with the obser-

vations in the �rst experiment. In the second experiment, emissions were added to

the inventory that were previously missing. The second experiment shows concen-

trations that are higher than before, and from the perspective of analysis metrics,

the model is now less correct than before. However, overall, the model or the in-

ventory was incorrect in the �rst experiment with an error that led to good model

performance, even if the inventory was incomplete. This must be kept in mind and

mentioned in the analysis of model performance with statistical measures.
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3 Emission models and natural

emissions

Modeling emissions for three-dimensional atmospheric chemistry trans-

port models

Volker Matthias, Jan A. Arndt, Armin Aulinger, Johannes Bieser, Hugo Denier van

der Gon, Richard Kranenburg, Jeroen Kuenen, Daniel Neumann, George Pouliot,

Markus Quante

Published in: Taylor & Francis: Journal of the Air & Waste Management Association, Vol

68, 2018, p. 763-800

Abstract

Poor air quality is still a threat for human health in many parts of the world. In order
to assess measures for emission reductions and improved air quality, three-dimensional
atmospheric chemistry transport modeling systems are used in numerous research insti-
tutions and public authorities. These models need accurate emission data in appropriate
spatial and temporal resolution as input. This paper reviews the most widely used emis-
sion inventories on global and regional scales and looks into the methods used to make
the inventory data model ready. Shortcomings of using standard temporal pro�les for each
emission sector are discussed, and new methods to improve the spatiotemporal distribution
of the emissions are presented. These methods are often neither top-down nor bottom-up
approaches but can be seen as hybrid methods that use detailed information about the
emission process to derive spatially varying temporal emission pro�les. These pro�les are
subsequently used to distribute bulk emissions such as national totals on appropriate grids.
The wide area of natural emissions is also summarized, and the calculation methods are
described. Almost all types of natural emissions depend on meteorological information,
which is why they are highly variable in time and space and frequently calculated within
the chemistry transport models themselves. The paper closes with an outlook for new
ways to improve model ready emission data, for example, by using external databases
about road tra�c �ow or satellite data to determine actual land use or leaf area. In a
world where emission patterns change rapidly, it seems appropriate to use new types of
statistical and observational data to create detailed emission data sets and keep emission
inventories up-to-date.
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This chapter consists of the manuscript published as declared above. It was pub-

lished by me as co-author. Major parts of the manuscript are omitted. Those parts,

regardless of the authorship, that are useful to give a brief overview over emission

modeling in general remained in the emission modelling part of the manuscript. The

section about natural emissions has been wholly taken over. Substantial contribu-

tions are made by Jan A. Arndt to the subsections of emissions from soil and the

emissions by lighting.
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3.1 Emission Models

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

3.1 Emission Models

Atmospheric chemistry transport models are used to better understand the rela-

tionship between emissions from di�erent sources � like natural and anthropogenic

emissions � and concentration levels of harmful substances as well as their spatial

and temporal distribution. In order to deliver the best possible description of the

fate of air pollutants in the atmosphere, these models need accurate information

about chemical reactions, the physical state of the atmosphere and about the �ux

of certain trace gases and particles into the atmosphere. This �ux is typically called

`emission'. Many studies have emphasized that a profound knowledge about how,

where and when substances are released (`emitted') into the atmosphere is crucial

for the reliability of air quality predictions because transport and chemical transfor-

mation heavily depends on meteorological variables that also vary in space and time

(Frost et al., 2013; Fuzzi et al., 2015; Bergström et al., 2012; Denier van der Gon

et al., 2015; Fountoukis et al., 2014; Im et al., 2018; Kühlwein et al., 2002; Vedrenne

et al., 2016). In addition, chemical reactions, adsorption, desorption and coagula-

tion processes depend on the presence of possible reaction or collision partners.

Emission data for anthropogenic emissions are provided in the form of emission in-

ventories, which typically contain annual national totals for certain emission sectors,

like industry, transportation and households, sometimes on prede�ned grids. A tem-

poral distribution of the emissions is typically not given. However, in 3D chemistry

transport models (CTMs), the emission information needs to be available with suf-

�ciently high temporal resolution and on the same spatial grid used by the CTM.

This paper reviews the models and methods that are used around the world in order

to transform the information given in global and regional emission inventories into

temporally and spatially resolved data that can directly be used in 3D CTMs.

Emissions from natural sources like sea spray, desert dust or biogenic particles and

volatile organics depend to a large extent on meteorological conditions, in particular

on wind speed (for sea spray and desert dust), temperature (biogenic particles and

semivolatile species) and radiation (volatile organics). Therefore they are often not

part of inventories but computed inline within the CTMs using adequate parame-

terizations. Typically meteorological data as well as land use data are used in these
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parameterizations.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

3.2 Emission Inventories

Emission inventories are collections of emission data from many sources combined

into one integrated data set. They usually contain annual total emissions of certain

substances in a speci�ed region, e.g. per country. The collection of the emission

data is often done in a very detailed way for a high number of individual sources

such as power plants, industrial plants or motor vehicles. Each individual facility

is categorized into so called emission sectors and sometimes split into subsectors.

The methods of emission compilation vary from region to region and from country

to country. Often, the data collection starts on the level of rather small political

units like counties in the US and is then progressively aggregated to larger polit-

ical units. In Europe, for example, every country reports annual total emissions

per emission sector to the European Monitoring and Evaluation Program (EMEP).

When brought onto a map, the data may be given as the sum of all sources in a

certain sector of this country. Because this is hardly usable in three dimensional

emission models, many emission inventories are, in addition to country totals, also

given on a grid. This gridding is done with methods described in one of the fol-

lowing sections. Often it needs to be repeated in order to map the emissions onto

the speci�c grid needed for a certain model application. This may cause speci�c

problems like emissions being placed into regions without sources or the reduction

of emission gradients.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

3.2.1 Emitted substances

The substances included in emission inventories can be divided into the `classical'

pollutants, greenhouse gases (GHG), and toxic substances. The `classical' pollutants

are SO2, NOx, CO, NMVOC, NH3 and PM. These species have to be considered by
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every comprehensive CTM for two reasons. Firstly, they are the so called criteria

pollutants or their precursors. Criteria pollutants are substances that can harm

human health and the environment and cause damage to buildings. For these sub-

stances (O3, NO2, CO, SO2, PM) air quality standards and concentration limits are

enforced in all developed countries. Secondly, the `classical' pollutants are neces-

sary to determine the oxidative state of the atmosphere and the particle number,

mass, and surface area available for physico-chemical interactions. Thus they in-

duce a direct feedback on the lifetime and transport patterns of most air pollutants.

Greenhouse gases are sometimes reported together with the classical pollutants in

the same inventory (e.g. in the RCPs and in EDGAR).

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

Furthermore, some emission species are actually mixtures of substances and need

to be split into components for the use in CTMs. NOx includes NO and NO2 and

almost all sources of nitrogen oxides contain both compounds. An emission split

has to be prescribed.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

3.2.2 Global and continental inventories

A number of global and regional emission inventories exist. Most of them contain

mainly anthropogenic emissions and emissions from biomass burning. Others are

dedicated to single sources, like vegetation �res, desert dust or biogenic emissions.

They cover very di�erent timescales, ranging from single years to more than a cen-

tury. An overview of many of the available inventories can be found at the ECCAD

(Emissions of atmospheric Compounds & Compilation of Ancillary Data) home page

(ECCAD, 2017).

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

The IIASA developed the GAINS model which includes a bottom-up methodol-

ogy to calculate national emissions by source sector and fuel type (Amann et al.,

2013, 2012, 2011). Moreover, a number of worldwide emission scenarios for most
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of the relevant greenhouse gases and air pollutants, including, the IPCC RCP 8.5

scenario are developed at IIASA (Riahi et al., 2007). The GAINS model explores

cost-e�ective emission control strategies that simultaneously tackle local air qual-

ity and greenhouse gases so as to maximize bene�ts at all scales. GAINS is now

implemented for the whole world, distinguishing 165 regions including 48 European

countries and 46 provinces/states in China and India. However, as it focusses on

policy support and (costs of) control technologies no gridded data are prepared.

Within the European ECLIPSE project, global emission �elds for the past as well

as for the future have been constructed. Three di�erent scenarios for the future

exist, which are a baseline scenario, a mitigation scenario and a �no further control�

scenario. One set of monthly varying emission patterns is given but there is no

further information on modi�ed temporal patterns available for the scenarios. More

details can be found in Klimont et al. (2017) and Stohl et al. (2015).

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

For shipping and aircraft emissions, global inventories exist that treat just these

sectors.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

Global emissions from aircraft have been published by Lee et al. (2009) for the

year 2005. They also summarize other inventories, e g. from Sausen and Schumann

(2000) and Kim et al. (2007), but they do not provide any spatial maps. A key

aspect of aviation emission inventories is emission height. For regional air quality

studies the emissions during Landing and Take-o� (LTO) are most relevant. LTO

includes all emissions below 1 km (3000 feet). For global atmospheric composition

and climate applications, aircraft cruise emissions are also relevant.Wilkerson et al.

(2010) published gridded data for the years 2004 and 2006 on 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ horizontal

and 0.5 km vertical resolution. More recently Wasiuk et al. (2016) published spa-

tially resolved global inventories for the years 2005-2011, extending the time series

for 2000 � 2005 from Kim et al. (2007).

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.
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3.3 Natural Emissions

Natural emissions can be responsible for a large fraction of the total emissions of

certain substances, e.g. for VOCs and PM. They need to be included in chem-

istry transport model calculations, not only because of their share in the emission

totals but also because of their interaction with anthropogenic emissions. Conse-

quently, the correct spatial and temporal distribution is of similar importance as it

is for anthropogenic emissions. Natural emissions typically depend on meteorolog-

ical conditions and on land use. Often, special models exist for biogenic and dust

emissions.

3.3.1 Biogenic emissions

Biogenic VOCs (BVOCs) are an important atmospheric constituent signi�cantly af-

fecting atmospheric chemistry. They contribute to both gas phase chemistry (Atkin-

son and Arey, 2003) and heterogeneous chemistry of aerosols and clouds (Hallquist

et al., 2009) in the troposphere. BVOCs strongly in�uence ozone and secondary

aerosol formation, both of which ultimately in�uence air quality and radiative forc-

ing (Andreae and Crutzen, 1997; Arneth et al., 2010; Kanakidou et al., 2005). In

the boreal forest, 70-90% of the water-soluble organic aerosol can be attributed to

secondary products of BVOC oxidation (Cavalli et al., 2006). CH2O and O3 are

among important secondary products in the gas phase (Curci et al., 2009). Terres-

trial vegetation is the dominant source of all VOCs in the atmosphere accounting

for about 90% of the total emission, and isoprene and monoterpenes are the most

abundant species among the biogenic VOCs (Sindelarova et al., 2014). In the marine

environment, isoprene is produced by both phytoplankton and seaweed. The total

global oceanic emissions of isoprene are estimated to be in the range 0.27-1.7 TgC/yr

(Arnold et al., 2009) which is at maximum 0.4 % of the estimated global terrestrial

isoprene source of 400-750 TgC/yr (Müller et al., 2008; Guenther et al., 2006). In the

urban environment BVOCS are usually less important than anthropogenic VOCs,

but they might in�uence urban NOx and O3 budgets under speci�c conditions (Lee

et al., 1997; Churkina et al., 2017). Quantitative estimates of BVOC emissions are

needed to e�ectively model air quality. These estimations are challenging due to the

large number of compounds and biological sources involved. The implementation

of BVOC emission inventories in atmospheric CTMs is further complicated by the

high complexity of in-canopy processes such as chemical reaction, aerosol formation,
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deposition and turbulent exchange. Due to their high reactivity, BVOC emitted

from foliar biomass are partially converted to secondary gas-phase products and

particulate products before actually entering the lower atmosphere. The vertical

resolution of 3-D atmospheric chemistry models is usually too coarse (20-40 m) to

fully capture the vertical variation in the production of secondary aerosol precursor

species (Saylor, 2013). BVOC emissions and their biological and chemical diver-

sity are comprehensively reviewed by Guenther (2013). The overview also o�ers

strategies for improving BVOC emission modeling approaches by focusing on better

representations of the underlying diversity. Quantitative emission models also need

to account for all the processes that lead to and control the variability of emissions.

In order to quantify the terrestrial biogenic emission of isoprene on regional but also

on the global scale and with high spatial resolution ( 1 km) the Model of Emis-

sions of Gases and Aerosols from Nature (MEGAN) was compiled (Guenther et al.,

2006). Via several steps this modelling system was extended and more compounds

and processes have been considered. MEGAN 2.1 is now able to account for 149

known compounds (Guenther et al., 2012; Guenther, 2013). MEGAN is driven by

land cover, weather, and atmospheric chemical composition but it does not consider

secondary gas phase and aerosol products that are formed before they enter the

lower atmosphere. MEGAN 2.1 components are shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: MEGAN2.1 schematic diagram. LAI: Leaf Area Index. PFT: Plant Functional
Type. Diagram adapted fromSakulyanontvittaya et al. (2012)
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MEGAN can either run stand-alone for generating emission inventories or can be

incorporated as an on-line component of chemistry transport models (prepared for

CAMx and CMAQ, WRFchem) (Pouliot and Pierce, 2009), Zhao et al. (2016). A

30-year global BVOC emission dataset based on MEGAN 2.1 is presented by Sinde-

larova et al. (2014). The BEIS system, which has been a component of the CMAQ

(Byun and Schere, 2006; Byun and Ching, 1999) modelling system for a long time

Pierce and Waldru� (1991); Pierce et al. (2002); Byun and Schere (2006); Appel

et al. (2017) has been further developed. All BEIS-3 versions (Vukovich and Pierce,

2002; Schwede et al., 2005) are designed for use with the SMOKE system of CMAS.

Bash et al. (2016) describe the latest version (BEIS3.6.5) and discuss a thorough

evaluation of the system using BEIS emissions in CMAQ v5.02 for a Californian

case study. MEGAN and BEIS both estimate BVOC emissions following the empir-

ical algorithm initially developed by Guenther et al. (2006). The emission factors

between MEGAN and BEIS di�er as MEGAN uses emission factors for 16 di�erent

global plant functional types (Guenther et al., 2012) while BEIS uses species- or

species-group-speci�c emission factors where available and MODIS plant function

types where no species-speci�c data are available (Bash et al. 2016). The variability

in BEIS emission rates is greater than in MEGAN 2.1 (Guenther et al., 2012) due

to the more detailed representation of vegetation species.

GloBEIS is a biogenic emissions modeling system based on the BEIS emission fac-

tors and algorithms but with an easier-to-use interface and compatibility with a

wider range of input data sources and enhanced algorithms including canopy envi-

ronment, leaf age, variable LAI, and the in�uence of antecedent temperature condi-

tions (Yarwood et al., 1999, 2010). GloBEIS was developed to allow users to estimate

biogenic emissions of volatile organic compounds, carbon monoxide, and soil NOx

emissions for any time scale and domain. Some reserachers select GloBEIS because

it uses vegetation species speci�c emissions factors, requires minimal inputs and

can be run on a desktop computer. The emission factors used in GloBEIS are the

same as those reported by Guenther et al. (1995) and the MEGAN model, but ex-

pressed at the leaf level and not the canopy level (Drewniak et al., 2014). A detailed

description of the di�erences in model approaches of GloBEIS, BEIS and MEGAN

and results of an emission comparison in the US are provided by Sakulyanontvittaya

et al. (2012). The model results varied considerably for the various species, depend-

ing on model version, time and location. In an earlier study, Sakulyanontvittaya

et al. (2010) found that isoprene emissions between GloBEIS and MEGAN were
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comparable.

The �rst comprehensive regional BVOC emission inventory for Europe has been

set up by Simpson et al. (1999) and implemented in the EMEP MSC-W chemical

transport model. Simpson et al. (1999) established a national estimate of species dis-

tribution of 32 vegetation types in Europe by using statistical inputs at the national

scale for 37 countries. More recently the BVOC emission inventory in the EMEP

model has been updated (Simpson et al., 2012), using BVOC emission factors for

forests created from the map of forest species generated by Köble and Seufert (2001).

This work provided maps for 115 tree species in 30 European countries, based upon

a compilation of data from the ICP-forest network (FORESTS, 2017). ICP tree

maps were also used together with additional land use information on agriculture

and other vegetation, to develop a BVOC emission inventory for Europe. This has

been done with special regard to the plant-speci�c land use data for the use in

chemistry transport models. The inventory and its evaluation as well as comparison

with other inventories is described by Karl et al. (2009). Another BVOC emission

inventory for Europe aiming for an improved seasonality and land-cover component

was developed by Oderbolz et al. (2013). Further sensitivity experiments show that

land surface schemes do in�uence the simulated BVOCs, but the impact is much

smaller than that of vegetation distributions (Zhao et al., 2016). Most atmospheric

chemistry schemes include at most only a few BVOCs and may lump these together

with other compounds which limits the advantages of a detailed emissions chemical

speciation. The increased number of compounds is a disadvantage as there might be

a signi�cant increase in the computational resources associated with emissions pa-

rameterization, processing inputs, and emission calculations. Performance depends

partly also on the region of interest, in which certain processes are more relevant

than other or than BVOC categories used.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

3.3.2 Emissions from soil

Soil is not only a source of dust particles but also of oxidized nitrogen compounds.

Nitri�cation and denitri�cation of reactive nitrogen in soil by microorganisms leads

to formation of nitrogen monoxide (NO) and nitrous oxide (N2O). They are emitted

to the atmosphere and are responsible for up to 21 Tg N NO (Davidson and Kinger-
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lee, 1997) and 6.6 Tg N N2O (Syakila and Kroeze, 2011) annual global emissions.

This accounts for about 15% of the NO and 37% of the N2O total emissions. N2O

is an important GHG but because of its low reactivity, N2O is often neglected in

chemistry transport modeling.

Two main approaches exist in soil emission modeling. One approach is a simple

parameterization based on macroscale variables like land use classi�cation and tem-

perature such as presented by Yienger and Levy (1995) and implemented in standard

emission models like BEIS. Yienger and Levy presented an emission function that is

an exponential function of temperature �tted to the results of chamber soil emission

measurements with biome-speci�c parameters. It can be described by temporally

resolved model variables such as temperature and land use classi�cation and may

be altered and modi�ed with functions for rain-pulsing emissions, fertilization, �re-

fertilization and canopy reduction.

The other approach is a more sophisticated nutrient load simulation model that cal-

culates nitri�cation- and denitri�cation rates and resulting gaseous nitrogen emis-

sions. Examples for those models are EPIC and DNDC (Li et al., 1992). They are

used as separate preprocessors for emission inventories and calculate the emission

rates based on temporally resolved information such as meteorological conditions,

runo�, fertilizer application, growing- and harvesting times as well as stationary

information such as crop type, plant type, root depth and soil properties.

Depending on the data available, NO emissions from soil can be calculated in a

preprocessor or inline in the chemical transport model during runtime.

3.3.3 Vegetation �res

Wild�res around the world have increasingly a�ected human values, assets and

ecosystem services, among which air quality is of common interest (Moritz et al.,

2014). These vegetation �res are an important source of pollutants, gases and aerosol

particles (Langmann et al., 2009). Globally, �re emissions are responsible for 5 to

8% of the annual premature deaths from poor air quality, and across much of the

tropics �re is the primary cause of elevated mortality from air pollution (Lelieveld

et al., 2015). Thus, for many regions emissions from vegetation �res should be con-

sidered in air quality studies.

The methods for calculating emissions from vegetation �res or biomass burning are

comparable to the bottom-up methods for generating emissions from combustion
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engines. Necessary parameters are the mass of fuel burned per unit of time and

area and the type of fuel, i.e. the vegetation types that determine the emission fac-

tors for the di�erent pollutants. Seiler and Crutzen (1980) proposed a basic formula:

Ei = A(x, t) ×B(x) × FB × efi (3.1)

This describes the emissions Ei of substance i as the product of the area burnt

A at time t and location x, the fuel load B, i.e. the biomass per area, at location

x, the fraction of the biomass that is actually combusted by the �re FB and the

emission factor e� for substance i. While the area burnt is usually derived from

satellite observations, the fuel loads and the fraction burned is derived from land

use and vegetation type maps, which are also mostly taken from satellite obser-

vations. In order to create emissions in high temporal resolutions many authors

recommend the usage of burnt area in combination with active �re detection prod-

ucts (Liousse et al., 2004; Michel et al., 2005; Hoelzemann et al., 2004; van der Werf

et al., 2006; Mieville et al., 2010; Ichoku and Kaufman, 2005). An example is the

MODIS Thermal Anomalies Product (Giglio et al., 2003) used by Wiedinmyer et al.

(2006, 2011) to create a global inventory with daily emission estimates in 1 km2

resolution, the Fire Inventory from NCAR (FINN). It is available for download at

http://bai.acom.ucar.edu/Data/�re/. A large collection of emission factors for all

relevant gaseous and particulate species distinguished by vegetation types that can

be found in literature is also provided (Yokelson et al., 2013; Stockwell et al., 2014,

2015).

So�ev et al. (2009) presented an alternative method for calculating emissions of par-

ticulate matter from satellite products. They established a direct relation between

the 4 µm Brightness temperature anomaly (TA) and �re radiative power (FRP) and

empirical emission factors for PM2.5 and PM10, respectively. The emission factors

are calibrated by using the �re emissions in a dispersion model (SILAM), comparing

the thus calculated concentrations to observations and adapting the emission factors

so that the deviations between observed and modelled pollutant concentrations are

minimized (Soares and So�ev, 2014). Emissions of other compounds in the particu-

late and gaseous phase were calculated using scaling factors for di�erent vegetation

types (Andreae and Merlet, 2001). Annual �re emission inventories produced with

this method for the years 2000 � 2015 are available on the internet (Andreae and

Merlet, 2001).
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Another recently updated source for emissions from vegetation �res is the Global

Fire Emissions Database (GFED), which is now available in its 4th version (GFED,

2017; Randerson et al., 2015). The database allows one to quantify global �re

emissions patterns during 1997 to 2016. The Carnegie�Ames�Stanford Approach

(CASA) biogeochemical model was used for its creation, input datasets are largely

based on satellite products. The GFED dataset provides global estimates of monthly

burned area, monthly emissions and fractional contributions of di�erent �re types.

Daily or 3-hourly �elds are provided to allow for scaling monthly emissions to higher

temporal resolutions. The data on all typical �re emission compounds are given at

0.25-degree latitude by 0.25-degree longitude spatial resolution and are available

from June 1995 through 2016 as yearly totals by region, globally, and by �re source

for each region (van der Werf et al., 2017). Emission estimates for C, CO2, CO,

CH4, H2, N2O, NOx, NMHC, OC, BC, PM2.5, TPM, SO2, and dry matter (DM),

were derived by combining burned area data with results of the revised version

of the biogeochemical model CASA-GFED, that estimates fuel loads and combus-

tion completeness for each monthly time step (van der Werf et al., 2010, 2017).

Daily and 3-hourly time series were derived by the disaggregation of the monthly

MODIS data, mean diurnal cycles were constructed from Geostationary Operational

Environmental Satellite (GOES) Wild�re Automated Biomass Burning Algorithm

(WF_ABBA) active �re observations (Mu et al., 2011). GFEDv4 vegetation �re

emissions from 1995 through 2016 are available online (GFED, 2017).

A system which allows for near real time use of emission from vegetation �res is

described by Kaiser et al. (2012). The Global Fire Assimilation System (GFAS)

calculates biomass burning emissions by assimilating Fire Radiative Power (FRP)

observations from the MODIS instruments onboard the Terra and Aqua satellites.

GFAS makes use of the quantitative information on the combustion rate that is con-

tained in the FRP observations from the satellites, and it detects �res in real time

at high spatial and temporal resolution. Daily �re emissions for 40 gas-phase and

aerosol trace species are compiled on a global 0.5 × 0.5 grid from 2003 to the present.

For an improvement of the assimilation system see Di Giuseppe et al. (2017).

An additional challenge related to the creation of model ready �re emissions is the

determination of the e�ective injection height. Depending on the heat content of

the �re plume relative to the ambient air masses and the local weather conditions

�re emissions could enter the model in the ground layer or far above the planetary

boundary layer. Freitas et al. (2006, 2011) proposed a mechanism to determine the
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e�ective injection height of �re emissions using a plume buoyancy approach. They

calculated the plume rise with a 1-dimensional cloud resolving model for every model

grid cell where a �re occurs.

3.3.4 Volcanoes

Volcanoes are important natural sources of ash particles and a number of reactive

gases including sulfur dioxide and halogens. They have the potential for huge im-

pacts on the local and regional environment but this depends very much on the

location of the volcano and the weather conditions during its eruption. Volcanic

emissions are highly intermittent and almost impossible to forecast. Similar to dust

emissions, the size spectrum of the emitted particles is subject to large variations,

depending on details during the eruption process (Sparks et al., 1997). The amount

of transportable particles is typically just a few percent of the total emitted mass

(see e.g. Langmann et al. (2012) about the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull in 2010)

and it is hard to determine during the eruption how big this fraction really is and

its size distribution. Observations combined with model simulations are needed for

a reliable estimate of the ash concentrations and their regional distribution (Stohl

et al., 2011; Matthias et al., 2012). In the future, online monitoring networks such as

the Network for Observation of Volcanic and Atmospheric Change (NOVAC) (Galle

et al., 2010) will help representing volcanic emissions in emission data sets.

Because volcanic emissions consider only one large source of aerosol particles that

do not interact with other pollutants in the atmosphere, they are usually treated

with Lagrangian models (Stohl et al., 2011; Mastin et al., 2009) and emissions from

other sources are not considered. Therefore they are in most cases not included

in emission data sets used for air quality simulations. In some regions, volcanoes

are permanent sources of SO2 and it might therefore be recommendable to consider

these emissions. Neely and Schmidt (2016) compiled an emission data base for SO2

emissions from volcanoes for the time period from 1850 until today. However, it

focuses on explosive emissions during which SO2 enters the stratosphere. There, it

might remain for a long time and contribute to the formation of small sulfuric acid

droplets.
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3.3.5 Lightning

Von Liebig proposed already in 1827 that lightning might be a natural in�uence

factor for the production of nitrogen oxides. The ionic lightning channel heats up

to several thousand degrees Celsius. At these temperatures, molecular nitrogen and

oxygen from ambient air react to form nitrogen oxides. The range of emission es-

timates on the global scale varies from 1 Tg to 20 Tg (Schumann and Huntrieser,

2007; Zhang et al., 2003; Lee et al., 1997). This is mainly because the emission esti-

mate per �ash varies. Following Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (2001)

lightning NOx contributes about 5 Tg N to the global annual emissions, which is

about 10%. Because the highest lightning density occurs in the Inter Tropical Con-

vergence (ITC) zone, most emissions are located around the equator.

Emissions are usually calculated based on the �ash counts. Three approaches how

they can be derived are common: A parameterizations based on meteorological

model data that predicts thunderstorms and consequently lightning activity. Al-

ternatively, lightning detection network measurements like the National Lightning

Detection Network (NLDN) in the US and optical satellite images like the Lightning

Imaging Sensor (LIS) and the Optical Transient Detector (OTD) satellite instru-

ments can be used to retrieve the number of �ashes at a certain location. Usually

the �ash counts are converted into �ash densities and then multiplied with an emis-

sion factor to derive the NO emissions. These emission factors are derived from

�eld experiments and satellite data (Ott et al., 2010; Allen et al., 2012) and can

be constant or based on �ash data like �ash energy and length. Such data is used

to constrain models that calculate �ash densities based on cloud top height, e.g.

Murray et al. (2012) for GEOS-Chem and Wang et al. (2013) for CMAQ.

Some parameterizations distinguish between the in-cloud �ashes and the cloud-to-

ground �ashes. The emissions are distributed according to the vertical lightning en-

ergy distribution. Assuming a �xed ratio between the in-cloud and cloud-to-ground

�ashes (Fehr et al., 2004), the NO emissions are uniformly distributed between the

ground and the cloud top. Depending on which of the methods described above is

used, lightning NOx can be calculated in a preprocessor or inline in the chemical

transport model itself.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.
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3.4 Summary and Outlook

Detailed emissions data are critical for accurately predicting concentrations of atmo-

spheric air pollutants through chemistry transport modeling. For three dimensional

chemistry transport model systems, emission amounts as well as their spatial and

temporal distribution need to be provided for a number of anthropogenically and

naturally emitted pollutants. Over recent years greater emphasis has been devoted

to this fact, partly due to the better source speci�c availability of emission data.

Nowadays a number of emission inventories exist for the global and the regional

scale and for time periods of several years up to decades.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.

Biogenic and most types of natural emissions, e.g. dust, sea spray and soil emis-

sions depend on meteorological conditions, which means that they are highly variable

in space and time. While their temporal variation can be calculated using the best

available meteorological data, the total amount of emitted gas or particles are still

connected with large uncertainties. This holds in particular for the size distribution

of dust or sea salt particles and here for the fraction of small particles that can

be transported over large distances. Sea spray may contain signi�cant amounts of

organic aerosol in times of high biological productivity in the oceans. This is seldom

or only rudimentary considered in emission models.

Although there is still much space for the improvement of emission data that is used

in 3D chemistry transport model systems, it should also be born in mind that more

details being considered in the emission models does not necessarily improve the

data. When processes are taken into account that could have large e�ects but are

not well known, this could introduce high uncertainties and in the end worsen the

emission data.

In summary, emission data is arguably the most important input for chemistry

transport model systems and it needs to be prepared and checked carefully. It needs

to be well adapted to the purpose of the model exercise and to the scienti�c question

being asked. The smaller the model domain and the shorter the modelled time

period, the more detail is necessary. A number of improvements have been achieved

in recent years concerning more sophisticated temporal and spatial allocation of
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emissions. With the upcoming availability of huge data sets gathered through the

use of information technologies in almost all areas of daily life, emission inventories

can be further improved.

Here a part of the original manuscript has been omitted.
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Abstract

Canopy reduction describes NO2 �ux reduction at leaf stomata. We implemented the
big-leaf reduction approaches of Wang et al. (1998) and Yienger and Levy (1995) in the
Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS) and compared them with the BEIS standard
approach. The di�erent reduction functions lead to a reduction of 17 Gg N or 27 Gg N re-
spectively of nitrogen emission in comparison to the standard approach which reduces the
nitrogen �ux by about 1 Gg N in the three summer months of 2012. These are signi�cant
di�erences to the standard approach. The concentration reduction of oxidised reactive
nitrogen in the model area shows also a signi�cant reduction. While concentration reduc-
tion in central Europe is low, in more rural regions of europe, concentration changes are
considerably higher. The calculated concentrations of NO2 show a signi�cant improvement
of the model performance when compared to EMEP observations in central europe. This
study favors the implementation and use of canopy reduction factors, especially the pa-
rameterization of Wang et al. (1998), for regional and global emission models for reasons
of model physical correctness and improved model results.
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4.1 Biogenic Emissions and Canopy Reduction

4.1 Biogenic Emissions and Canopy Reduction

4.1.1 Biogenic NO emission from soil in BEIS 3.14

Microorganisms in soil utilize nitrogen as a main nutrient for their metabolic pro-

cesses. The processes of denitri�cation (equation 4.2) and nitri�cation (equation

4.1) occure in this metabolic processes and release gaseous nitrogen monoxide. This

nitrogen monoxide exhausts from the soil surface to the atmosphere.

NH3 → NH2OH→ NO−2 → NO−3 (4.1)

NO−3 → NO−2 → NO→ N2O→ N2 (4.2)

Microbial activity is highly related to the soil temperature and soil moisture.

Yienger and Levy (1995) describes, based on Williams and Fehsenfeld (1991), a

temperature-, soil moisture-, time- and landuse-dependend soil NO �ux parameteri-

zation. This parameterization is used in the BEIS model. In the model it is splitted

in an landuse-dependend emission factor and a correction factor. The correction fac-

tor is constructed following the equations 1, 7b and 9a in Yienger and Levy (1995).

After rain events, soil moisture is increased and microbial activity is gained. This is

called pulsing. In BEIS the pulsing of NO emissions after rain events is parameter-

ized following equations 4, 5 and 6 of Yienger and Levy (1995). Fertilization e�ect

is simply parameterized by a declining function, where the fertilization e�ect leads

to no emission reduction in the �rst 30 days of the growing season and after day

30 for the remaining 184 a decline from 0% reduction to 100% reduction of the NO

emission of agricultural used soils.

Nitrogen Oxides are absorbed and reemitted by the stomatal openings of leafs, de-

pending of the ambient air concentration. This is called bi-directional �ux. BEIS

does not include a bi-directional �ux scheme, only absorbtion is parameterized (see

4.2.1).

4.1.2 General Canopy Reduction Process

Canopy Reduction describes the uptake of nitrogen dioxide gas at the stomatal

opening of leafs and the resulting reduction of nitrogen dioxide �ux through the

canopy (Yienger and Levy, 1995; Wang et al., 1998; Ganzeveld et al., 2002; Rasool
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et al., 2016). The gaseous nitrogen dioxide dissolves in the water belonging to the

stomata and gets incorporated by the plant (Rogers et al., 1979). This reduces the

�ux of nitrogen oxides from the soil to the atmosphere. The worldwide reduction of

nitrogen dioxide emissions resulting from canopy reduction is in the order of 20%.

Local amounts of reduction can be as large as 70% (e.g. in the tropic rain-forest

region) (Wang et al., 1998).

It is important to keep this in mind that despite the fact that biogenic emissions

are mainly nitrogen monoxide emissions, it is the �ux of nitrogen dioxide to the

atmosphere which is reduced. Nitrogen dioxide is about ten times more water sol-

uble than nitrogen monoxide. This makes nitrogen dioxide �ux reduction on leafs

considerably more e�cient. Because nitrogen monoxide is highly reactive, it is as-

sumed that a certain amount of nitrogen monoxide is already oxidized to nitrogen

dioxide when it reaches the canopy (Bakwin et al., 1990; Jacob and Bakwin, 1991;

Yienger and Levy, 1995). Canopy reduction models use typically a �xed fraction to

calculate the reduction amount in terms of primary emitted nitrogen monoxide. A

typical NO2 to NOx split in the canopy is 0.5 to 0.9 (Jacob and Bakwin, 1991), with

0.7 as used in Wang et al. (1998).

All three tested parameterizations are big-leaf approaches. This means that only

one big leaf is assumed as canopy. In contrast, multi-layer approaches consider mul-

tiple leaf layers in more complex vegetation-atmosphere exchange models. For the

polluted region of Europe big-leaf approaches are suitable (Ganzeveld et al., 2002)

and technically most e�cient because of their simplicity in implementation. In more

complex soil models, big-leaf approaches are also used. Implemented, but not fully

tested and evaluated was the Wang et al. (1998) parameterization in Rasool et al.

(2016) as a part of an updated soil NO emission model BDSNP for the CMAQ model

system.

It should be noted that canopy reduction does not only a�ect natural emissions

from soil. Anthropogenic emissions in rural areas might �ow through the canopy

�rst by horizontal advection and afterwards by mixing with higher atmospheric lay-

ers. Thus, anthropogenic emissions may also be a�ected, but there is no previous

research and literature about this e�ect.
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4.2 Di�erent Canopy Reduction Schemes used in

this study

4.2.1 Current implementation in emission model BEIS 3.14:

Vukovich and Pierce (2002)

The Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS) (Vukovich and Pierce, 2002) models

biogenic emissions of nitrogen oxide with a soil temperature dependent function and

a classi�cation of agricultural, non-agricultural and growing-season or non-growing-

season of the underlying land use class. For the "agricultural growing season" case,

there is a vegetation adjustment factor (a model-internal synonymous for the (1-

CRF) canopy reduction factor formulation) that scales between 1 and 0.5, depending

on the day of the growing season. Furthermore, the vegetation adjustment factor

is only applied to one of three posibble cases. The �rst possible case is frozen soil,

where no NO is emitted. The second is the calculation of gassland emissions with

no adjustments for vegetation, rain or fertilization. The third one is the plant spe-

ci�c emission with adjustment for vegetation, rain and fertilizer. The vegetation

adjustment is only used, when the soil is not frozen and the pure grassland emission

is lower than the plant speci�c emission. This is an incomplete approximation. In

particular, it neglects the reduction of non-agricultural emissions in more natural

landscapes.

The original decription of the BEIS model in the SMOKE framework does not

include the vegetation adjustment, the parameterization with the vegetation factor

is mentioned in Pouliot and Pierce (2009) and according to the CMAS model history

implemented directly in the model version described in Vukovich and Pierce (2002).

Therefore, the original implementation of the parameterization is denoted here as

VP02.

4.2.2 Parameterization of Yienger and Levy (1995)

Yienger and Levy (1995) describe di�erent in�uence factors for nitrogen oxide emis-

sions from soil. Their aim is an emission estimate for global annual nitrogen oxide

from soil. They use gridded geographic and geoscienti�c information like the land

use class and temperature as input. One of the in�uence factors for the emission
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estimate is the canopy reduction for which they developed a parameterization. It

is based on the leaf area index (LAI) and the stomatal area index (SAI). Both are

parameterized through the gridded land use class.

CRF =
exp(−ks × SAI) + exp(−kc × LAI)

2
(4.3)

with CRF as Canopy Reduction Factor, ks = 8.75 m2 m−2 and kc = 0.24 m2 m−2

as absorbtion coe�cients.

Model limitation and adaption measures

The model is a gray absorber model and has some limitations. The vertical

transfer and therefore the canopy residence time is not taken into account. The

model does not contain a stomata resistance model either. As described above, the

emissions and in�uence factor formulations are intended for global annual emissions.

Daily or hourly pro�les are not implemented. As a �rst order approximation a

�xed annual pro�le for leaf cover progression as well as a daily pro�le for stomatal

resistance is implemented. This adapts the annual formulations for modelling of

hourly emissions.

As a general driver of this parameterization the speci�ed land use classes of the

Yienger and Levy (1995) parameterization are remapped to the CMAQ 24 USGS

land use categories.

The suggested NO to NO2 split by Yienger and Levy (1995) is adapted through

using the proposed absorption coe�cients for stomatal and cuticular activity.

The implementation of the parameterization of Yienger and Levy (1995) is denoted

as YL95.

4.2.3 Parameterization of Wang et al. (1998)

Wang et al. (1998) developed a canopy reduction function explicitly for usage in

chemistry transport models. It is currently implemented in the GEOS-Chem chem-

istry transport model in the soil NOx emission routine. They expressed the canopy

reduction as a fraction of ventilation and deposition �ux through the canopy follow-

ing the formulation of Jacob and Bakwin (1991). The ventilation �uxes are calcu-

lated based on the canopy surface resistance, canopy depth, above-canopy windspeed

and leaf area index (Eq. 4.4 to 4.6).
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CRF =
kd

ld + kν
(4.4)

kd =
1

Rc ∆Z
(4.5)

kν =
α min

(
V

γ
√
LAI

, V
)

∆Z
(4.6)

with canopy surface resistance Rc, canopy depth ∆Z, above-canopy windspeed

V , canopy ventilation time coe�cient α that is at day = 0.01 and at night = 0.0002

and in-canopy windspeed extinction coe�cient γ calculated from the land-use clas-

si�cation as described in Wang et al. (1998).

Model limitation and adaption measures

The work of Wang et al. (1998) is based on Jacob and Bakwin (1991) 's canopy

reduction mechanism for the Amazon Forest and canopy of higher trees. This might

lead to an inadequate formulation for mid-latitude ecosystems, especially for vege-

tation near the ground.

The formulation is applied to the soil NO emission and includes the part of the

chemical transformation to NO2 with the assumption of an 0.7 concentration ratio

between NO2 and NO inside the canopy. We adapted the canopy reduction function,

here in form of the in-canopy windspeed extinction coe�cient γ by remapping the

CMAQ 24 USGS land use categories to the land use classes and their respective

coe�cients of the GEOS-Chem soil NOx routine.

We denote our implementation of the parameterization of Wang et al. (1998) as

WA98.

4.3 Model and emission data setup

4.3.1 CMAQ

The CMAQ model (Byun and Ching, 1999; Byun and Schere, 2006) was used in its

version 5.0.1 (US EPA O�ce of Research and Development, 2012) with the CB05

photo-chemical mechanism (CB05tucl) (Kelly et al., 2010) in the so-called AE6
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aerosol mechanism. The model was run for the three summer month with a spin-up

time of 2 weeks to avoid in�uence of initial conditions on the modeled atmospheric

concentrations. The model was setup on a 64 x 64km2 gridcellsize grid for entire

Europe and subsequently on a nested 16 x 16km2 gridcellsize grid for northern

Europe (see Fig. 4.1). Chemical boundary conditions for the outer model domain

were taken from the hemispheric 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ grid resolution chemistry transport

model simulation of SILAM and were provided by the Finish Meteorological Institute

(FMI). Boundary conditions for the nested grid were calculated from the outer coarse

grid. The vertical model extent contains 30 layers up to 100 hPa. Twenty of these

layers are below approximately 2000m, the lowest layer extending to approximately

36m above ground.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the modeling domain. The whole graphic shows the extent of the
64x64km2 gridcellsize mother grid, the red lined box shows the extent of the
16x16km2 gridcellsize nested grid.
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4.3.2 COSMO-CLM

The meteorological �elds that drive the chemistry transport model were simulated

with the COSMO-CLM (Rockel et al., 2008) mesoscale meteorological model (ver-

sion 5.0) for the year 2012 using ERA-Interim forcing data (Dee et al., 2011). This

year was chosen because it does not contain very unusual meteorological conditions

in Europe and can therefore be used to represent typical weather conditions in Eu-

rope.

COSMO-CLM is the climate version of the numerical weather prediction model

COSMO (Schaettler et al., 2008), originally developed by Deutscher Wetterdienst

(DWD) Steppeler et al. (2003); Schaettler et al. (2008). It was run on a 0.11◦ x

0.11◦ grid using 40 vertical layers up to 20 hPa for entire Europe. The meteoro-

logical �elds were afterwards processed to match the CMAQ grid with the Model-3

MCIP preprocessor. The impact of the meteorological �elds on the output of the

chemistry transport model was investigated in detail in the articles by Matthias

et al. (2009) and Bieser et al. (2011a).

4.3.3 Emissions

The model runs were performed with emissions from biogenic sources, agriculture,

anthropogenic point, area and road tra�c sources in the model domain. Land based

emissions in hourly temporal resolution were produced with SMOKE-EU (Bieser

et al., 2011a) for the year 2012. They are based on o�cially reported EMEP emis-

sions which are distributed in time and space using appropriate surrogates like pop-

ulation density, street maps or land use. Point sources were considered as far as

information from the European point source emission register was available. The

vertical distribution of the emissions was calculated online with the SMOKE model,

the results are given by Bieser et al. (2011b).

Shipping emissions for the Baltic Sea and North Sea with high spatial and temporal

resolution for this study were obtained from the Ship Tra�c Emission Assessment

Model (STEAM) (Jalkanen et al., 2009, 2012; Johansson et al., 2013, 2017).

Canopy reduction is applied by a separate preprocessor for biogenic emissions and

recombined with the rest of the emission data before the model run is started.

Therefore canopy reduction is only applied to biogenic emissions.
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4.3.4 Reference Case

In order to estimate the e�ect of canopy reduction at all, a reference case is calcu-

lated. This is an emission dataset with anthropogenic (see 4.3.3) and and biogenic

emissions (see 4.1.1) without any canopy reduction e�ect. It is used as a measure,

how much the canopy reduction in�uences the nitrogen budget.
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4.4 Results and discussion

The greatest e�ect is observable in the summer months June, July and August

when LAI is highest (see �g. 4.2). This time span has therefore been chosen for the

in-depth investigation of canopy reduction e�ects.

Figure 4.2: Main drivers of Canopy Reduction and the canopy reduction over the year,
here as a area mean for predominantly natural region over parts of Lithuania,
Kaliningrad Oblast, Poland and Belarus. Shown are the Leaf Area Index (LAI)
and the Stomatal Resistance (RS) (upper graph), Canopy Reduction in�uenced
emission pro�les for the same area(lower graph). The graphs show that canopy
reduction e�ect is highest in summer, roughly between day 150 and day 250 of
the year 2012, then LAI and stomatal resistance are highest.

4.4.1 Emission

Using VP02 the total emission of NOx is reduced by 1.13 Gg N over the whole

domain. This is a reduction of 1.5% of biogenic emissions and 0.27% of total NOx
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total emissions (see Fig. 4.3, upper right graphic). With WA98, NOx is reduced

by 17.97 Gg N over the whole domain, which is a reduction of 24.4% of biogenic

emissions and 4.1% of total NOx emissions (see Fig.4.3, lower left graphic). The

total emission of NOx using YL95 is reduced by 27.87 Gg N over the whole domain,

which is a reduction of 37.9% of biogenic emissions and 6.8% of total NOx emissions

(see Fig. 4.3, lower right graphic). Total emissions can be seen in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Model Results for the reference case Ref VP02, WA98 and YL95. Emission
values are sums for June, July and August of 2012.

NOx Emission Reduction

Biogenic Total
Gg N Gg N

Ref 73.51 417.16 -
VP02 72.38 416.03 -0.27%
WA98 55.55 399.67 -4.19%
YL95 45.65 388.77 -6.80%

While VP02 is mainly based on the land-use category of agriculturally used grid-

cells and is only taken into account in a few cases depending on the emission magni-

tude, WA98 and YL95 have reduction factors for all land-use categories independent

of the emission magnitude. This leads to a spatially more distributed e�ect that

also in�uences grasslands and forests. Especially in forest-dominated gridcells the

emission is strikingly decreased in terms of relative change, whereas absolute emis-

sion change is highest in the grassland and crop areas of central and eastern Europe.

This discrepancy can be explained by the in�uence of anthropogenic emissions in

central and parts of eastern Europe, that dominate the oxidized nitrogen emissions

and therefore cause small relative changes of oxidized nitrogen emissions in this area.

All three parameterizations were tested with a paired t-test. For this the grid,

i.e. the 2-dimensional matrix of annual emissions was reshaped to a vector of cells,

resulting in 23345 pairs. All parameterizations are highly signi�cant di�erent from

the reference case. In order to classify the e�ect caused by the canopy reduction on

the biogenic emission von NO, three other parameters were tested: A meteorology

change, a land use change from the GLC2000 (Bartholomé and Belward, 2005) to

the CLC2000 (Buttner et al., 2004) classi�cation and a NO2 to NOx split change

form 0.7 as assumed by Wang et al. (1998) to 0.8. The meteorology change was
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Table 4.2: Changes in the sensitivity study as described in 4.3.3 for meteorology change,
land use change and NO2 to NOx split.

Meteorology Land use Split (for WA98)
2012 2010 GLC2000 CLC2000 0.7 0.8

total ch. 73.51 GgN 74.18 GgN 73.51 GgN 87.41 GgN 55.54 GgN 53.07 GgN
mean rel. ch. + 1% +19% -14%
local rel. ch. +23% + >1000% -14%

a simulation year change from 2010 to 2012. The mean temperature di�erence for

JJA is 0.39 K with higher temperatures in 2010. Localy this is a temperature rise of

up to 0.7%. This leads to 0.67 Gg NO-N higher emissions from soil in 2010, which

is locally up to 23% more NO-N emission.

The land use change from the GLC2000 to the CLC2000 classi�cation will enhance

the soil NO production so that 13.95 Gg more NO-N are produced than in the

GLC2000 case. This is in relation to local changes, especially in north-eastern eu-

rope, over 1000%. This is due to the fact that there is a massive landuse change

from the GLC2000 to the CLC20000. In the northeastern model region there is in

the GLC2000 much less drycrop in the dataset than in the CLC2000 dataset, which

has a very high impact on the emission. The di�erencres in emission are shown in

�gure 4.4.

Changing the split of the WA98 canopy reduction function leads to a reduction in-

crease of 14% of the canopy reduction factor. Regarding the split experiment it is

important to notice that the considered NO2 to NO split variation is highly uncer-

tain. The considered change is just applied in a stochiometric way, not considering

a change in the stomatal conductance or other related parameters. All changes are

listed in table 4.2.

A variation of anthropogenic emission parameters may lead to signi�cantly di�erent

chemical composition and conditions in the atmosphere, the O3 budget and therefore

the NO2 to NO split under the canopy. Summarizing, the e�ect of canopy reduc-

tion on the biogenic emission is, depending on the uncertainty of the meteorology,

in a comparable size as the e�ect of meteorological parameter variation. Land use

changes have a signi�cantly higher impact on the emission of biogenic NO than the

canopy reduction. The split consideration has a minor impact on the total reduction

factor. Anthropogenic emission variation may have the considerably largest impact

and bring the highest uncertainty to the estimation of the canopy reduction impact.
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Figure 4.3: Total NOy Emission of anthopogenic and biogenic sources in the Reference
case (upper left) and the relative di�erences with respect to the reference case
and the original BEIS parameterization (VP02, upper right), the Wang et al.
(1998) implementation (WA98, lower left) and the Yienger and Levy (1995)
implementation (YL95, lower right). The unit is emission of NOy in Mg N per
grid cell and 3 month summer period.

4.4.2 Concentrations and Evaluation

To evaluate whether or not the parameterization improves the model performance,

a chemistry transport model simulation was done for each case (see Fig. 4.5). The

resulting concentration �elds were compared with in-situ measurements form the

EMEP station network (Tørseth et al., 2012). Because NO has, in comparison to

NO2, only a short lifetime in the atmosphere, the NO2 air concentration measure-

ments were used for the evaluation.

36 measurement sites are used for the evaluation. The EMEP stations with less

than < 25% data coverage were excluded in favor of higher statistical reliability.

Two more stations have a correlation in the reference case with less then 0.175.
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Figure 4.4: Total NO Emission of biogenic sources in the Reference case (left) and the
relative di�erences with respect to the reference case for the land use change
(middle) and the meteorology change (right) as used in the sensitivity study
described in the text.

These stations are not signi�cantly di�erent from r = 0. The tests used in this

study are one-sided paired t-tests. Because the applied paramaterizations in the

calculated cases lift one of them above this level of uncertainty to a signi�cant dif-

ferent correlation from 0, it was decided to leave these stations in the observation

sample.

As measures of model performance, the linear correlation (corr), Fractional Bias

(FB), Index of Agreement (IOA), Root Mean Square Error of Prediction (RMSEP)

and Mean Normalized Bias (MNB) were calculated (Bossioli et al., 2008) . In order

to asses the average performance against all measurements, the averaged statisti-

cal values over all evaluation stations for the respective cases were used. For the

comparison and evaluation of improved or decreased model performance between

the cases, the computed average statistical values for each case were compared and

tested against each other.

The reference case has concentrations between 0.14 and 3.72 µg N m−3 with a mean

of 1.39 µg N m−3 at the corresponding measurment stations which have between 0.06

and 4.09 µg N m−3 with a mean concentration of 1.08 µg N m−3. The mean linear

correlation over all stations is 0.5223, the FB 0.0387, IOA 0.5563, RMSEP 0.8505

µg N m−3 and MNB of 0.56. These model results indicate a slight overprediction of

NO2 at the measurement stations. The mean correlation of about 0.5 is low in com-

parion to other models and seasons (Solazzo et al., 2017), but 8 stations out of the 36

show a correlation higher than 0.7, which is classi�ed as good agreement (Aulinger

et al., 2016). In comparison to Solazzo et al. (2017) the other model parameters also
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indicate a good representation of the atmospheric chemistry in the model run used

here. The model in this con�guration is suitable for air quality studies, but still a

considerable uncertainty is measurable. This brings some uncertainty in the model

evaluation of smaller e�ects like the canopy reduction.

With regard to the three canopy reduction model cases, most stations show a

slightly higher linear correlation (see Table 4.3 and 4.4), with better match to the

station measurement of the canopy reduction cases than to the reference. Since

the data has a high variance in the time series, correlation di�erences of about 0.3

are needed to show signi�cant di�erences at the stations themselves. Because the

correlation is raised by only a few percent, signi�cant di�erences in correlation at

the stations and therefore a detectable improvement could not be shown. Using a

�sher-z-transformation and the averaged statistic values over all evaluation stations,

a signi�cant improvement (p < 0.05) of the WA98 case over all stations in average

could be shown. The other cases do not show signi�cant improvements in the linear

correlation. The mean correlation in the reference case is 0.5223, VP02 is 0.5221,

WA98 0.5248 and YL95 0.5233.

The FB is 0.0387 in the reference case, 0.0386 in VP02, 0.0291 in WA98 and 0.026

in YL95. All di�erences are highly signi�cant (p < 0.01) and show an improvement

of the averaged statistical parameters. The IOA is 0.5563, 0.5563, 0.5605 and 0.5599

for the four cases and the di�erences are not signi�cantly di�erent.

The mean RMSEP of the reference case is 0.8505, the VP02 is 0.8503. WA98 and

YL95 are 0.829 and 0.8302 respectively and are highly signi�cant di�erent improve-

ment in contrast to the reference case. The MNB is 0.56 in the reference case, highly

signi�cant better with 0.5047 and 0.4954 for the VP02, WA98 and YL95 cases re-

spectively.

Because in Europe the concentration level of oxidised nitrogen is highly in�uenced

by anthropogenic sources, the model results are very sensitive to emission changes

from the anthopogenic sector. This makes the evaluation results of this natural

e�ect with respect to the anthropogenic emissions highly uncertain. A model test

with emissions that does not include shipping emission in the North and Baltic sea

showed no signi�cant improvement of the canopy reduction functions. In that ex-

periment, only 17 stations have correlations higher than 0.175 in the reference case
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and a general underestimation of the NO2 concentration in the model domain.

In synopsis this evaluation indicates that canopy reduction parameterizations, es-

pecially the parameterization proposed by Wang et al. (1998), could improve the

model performance.

Figure 4.5: Mean NOy concentration of the Reference case (upper left) and the relative
di�erences with respect to the reference case and the original BEIS parameter-
ization (VP02, upper right), the Wang et al. (1998) implementation (WA98,
lower left) and the Yienger and Levy (1995) implementation (YL95, lower
right). The values are grid cell representative air concentration of NOy in µg
N per m3 averaged over the 3 month summer period.
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Table 4.3: Selection of EMEP station evaluation for NO2 against the cases Reference,
VP02, WA98 and YL95.

corr
Station Ref VP02 WA98 YL95

Vezin 0.747 0.738 0.749 0.738
Waldhof 0.552 0.543 0.560 0.544
Neuglobsow 0.666 0.671 0.664 0.672
Keldsnor 0.699 0.701 0.699 0.701
Lahemaa 0.557 0.558 0.557 0.558
Virolahti II 0.710 0.710 0.710 0.710
Preila 0.469 0.483 0.471 0.483
Rucava 0.184 0.174 0.202 0.174
Vredepeel 0.791 0.794 0.793 0.794
De Zilk 0.751 0.752 0.752 0.752
Birkenes II 0.545 0.539 0.545 0.539
Hurdal 0.426 0.424 0.427 0.424
Leba 0.572 0.573 0.576 0.573
Diabla Gora 0.182 0.158 0.181 0.159
Vavihill 0.568 0.563 0.571 0.563

Mean (all 37 st.) 0.522 0.522 5.525 0.523

Table 4.4: Selection of EMEP station evaluation for NO2 against the cases Reference,
VP02, WA98 and YL95, continuation of table 4.3.

RMSEP MNB
Station Ref VP02 WA98 YL95 Ref VP02 WA98 YL95

Vezin 1.234 1.336 1.228 1.337 0.390 0.446 0.395 0.447
Waldhof 0.621 0.611 0.613 0.610 -0.129 -0.059 -0.124 -0.057
Neuglobsow 0.466 0.420 0.470 0.419 -0.257 -0.195 -0.261 -0.194
Keldsnor 1.191 1.199 1.193 1.199 0.078 0.091 0.083 0.092
Lahemaa 1.140 1.163 1.152 1.163 1.196 1.321 1.244 1.321
Virolahti II 0.551 0.556 0.555 0.556 -0.004 0.023 0.005 0.023
Preila 0.398 0.392 0.395 0.392 -0.256 -0.210 -0.243 -0.210
Rucava 0.355 0.443 0.342 0.443 0.485 0.739 0.480 0.740
Vredepeel 1.036 1.020 1.029 1.020 -0.026 0.005 -0.022 0.005
De Zilk 3.810 3.863 3.817 3.865 3.627 3.665 3.634 3.666
Birkenes II 0.401 0.413 0.402 0.413 1.212 1.284 1.220 1.285
Hurdal 0.528 0.540 0.528 0.540 1.066 1.106 1.068 1.106
Leba 0.442 0.440 0.439 0.440 -0.146 -0.111 -0.143 -0.110
Diabla Gora 0.352 0.414 0.355 0.414 0.381 0.615 0.390 0.615
Vavihill 0.598 0.666 0.590 0.667 0.369 0.470 0.367 0.471

Mean (all 37 st.) 0.851 0.850 0.829 0.830 0.560 0.559 0.505 0.495
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4.4.3 Deposition

The dry and wet deposition also remove nitrogen oxides from the atmosphere. In

total, 29.9 Gg NOx-N are removed via settling in the reference case. 0.03 Gg NOx-N

less were removed in the VP02 case, 1.57 Gg NOx-N less were removed dry in the

WA98 case and in the YL95 case the dry deposition is lowered by 1.87 Gg NOx-N.

Figure 4.6: Summarized NOx dry deposition of the Reference case (upper left) and the
relative di�erences with respect to the reference case and the original BEIS
parameterization (VP02, upper right), the Wang et al. (1998) implementation
(WA98, lower left) and the Yienger and Levy (1995) implementation(YL95,
lower right). The unit is total dry deposition of NOy in kg N per grid cell and
3 month summer period.

Because dry deposition (Fig. 4.6) is mainly due to settling and stomatal ab-

sorbance of leaves, such as the canopy reduction for the primary emission �ux, the

total deposition to the biosphere is 1.16 Gg NOx-N for VP02, 19.06 Gg NOx-N for

WA98 and 30.25 Gg NOx-N for YL95. This is 39, 11 and 15 times the VP02, WA98

and YL95 canopy reduction, respectively. This shows that the reduction potential
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4 The vegetation as nitrogen sink

by the leaves is higher than that by dry deposition of nitrogen.

The wet deposition, due to the low solubility of NOx in rain water, is extremely

low with 51 kg NOx-N and 0.06 kg NOx-N, 0.89 kg NOx-N and 1.45 kg NOx-N for

VP02, WA98 and YL95, respectively.

4.5 Conclusions

This study investigates the e�ects of di�erent realizations of canopy reduction pa-

rameterizations in the SMOKE-CMAQ model system for Europe. Di�erent realiza-

tions of canopy reduction parameterizations were implemented in the BEIS model

and tested in the SMOKE-CMAQ model system context. The canopy reduction pa-

rameterizations are structured following Wang et al. (1998) and Yienger and Levy

(1995) and compared against the base case with no canopy reduction and against

the basic parameterization of Vukovich and Pierce (2002) which is used in the BEIS

model by default.

It was shown that canopy reduction has an impact on NOy emissions and concen-

trations in northern Europe and that canopy reduction is a natural sink for oxidised

nitrogen compounds.

It is evident that VP02 has a di�erent behavior than WA98 and YL95 and that

YL95 has a spatially comparable e�ect albeit with a larger magnitude than WA98.

All three parameterizations lead to statistically signi�cant di�erences between the

reference case without canopy reduction and the three runs with parameterizations.

The impact of other model parameters in comparison to canopy reduction e�ects

was evaluated by a varying the meteorological data, a land use classi�cation change

and a simpli�ed NO2 to NOx split change for the canopy reduction function of the

parameterization by Wang et al. (1998). It was shown that a land use change could

drastically in�uence the canopy reduction by changing the soil NO emission budged

localy by over 1000%. Meteorological and split changes are of minor e�ect on the

emission budget.

After chemical transport modelling with CMAQ the air concentrations of nitrogen

dioxide were compared to EMEP measurement stations. The evaluation of the model

at the measurment stations reveals an overestimation of NO2 at most of the stations

with a MNB averaged of 0.56 and an averaged RMSEP of 0.85 µg N m−3. Canopy
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reduction reduces the model overestimation and leads to NO2 concentration levels

that are signi�cantly closer to the observations. With the parameterization of Wang

et al. (1998) a signi�cantly better correlation averaged over all evaluation sites was

achieved. However, this study favors the implementation of the canopy reduction

by Wang et al. (1998) in emission and chemical transport models to improve the

model perormance.

To gain knowledge about natural processes, it is recomended to install observation

stations in more natural and less anthopogoenically in�uenced regions from an air

chemical perspective. Not only to foster further research about natural processes,

but also for more long time trend studys under semi-natural conditions.
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Abstract

In this study, the importance of lightning-generated NO over Europe in the year 2010 is
assessed with the COSMO-CCLM - SMOKE-EU - CMAQ chemistry transport modeling
system. Lightning data from TRMM satellite �ash density data climatologies are taken and
linearly �tted to convective precipitation climatologies. With the resulting linear model,
lightning activity in 2010 is calculated based on the convective precipitation rate from
model data. This approach combines the globally available satellite observations with the
simplicity of linear convective rain parameterizations. It provides a new method for �tting
lightning data for linear �ash density parameterizations. Compared to other linear �ash
rate approaches or the very common cloud top height parameterization, the data for 2010
derived by the climatologies and actual 2010 precipitation data better matches the TRMM
observation data. Lightning was found to be the second most important natural source
after nitrogen monoxide emission from soil, with an annual average amount of 0.295 Tg N
per year and an amount in 2010 of 0.278 Tg N. While it is less important for near-surface
concentrations, it has a considerable e�ect on the nitrogen deposition in southern and
eastern Europe and a large e�ect on the NO2 concentration in higher model layers. The
e�ect in higher atmospheric layers over eastern Europe is 6 times larger than the e�ect
of aircrafts on the air concentration of NO2 in the mid- and high altitudes. Comparisons
with NO2 observations from the OMI satellite revealed that lightning NO emissions have
an observable impact on the NO2 column density over Europe.
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5.1 Lightning estimates, parameterizations and

model data

5.1.1 Emission estimates globally and for Europe

There are several studies estimating the global annual emissions of nitrogen oxide

by lightning. The estimations are done by satellite observations or satellite derived

variables, online-parameterizations of chemistry transport models or Very High Fre-

quency (VHF) network observations. They are listed in Peterson and Beasley (2011),

and the estimates range from 2 Tg to 40 Tg. Peterson and Beasley (2011) calculated

global mean emissions of 5 Tg N per year with an uncertainty of 3 Tg N.

Estimates for Europe are rare. Three considerably di�erent values are known.

Huntrieser et al. (2000) estimated 0.03 Tg N, Blakeslee et al. (2014) 0.1 Tg and

Vinken et al. (2014) 0.5 Tg N. Huntrieser et al. (2000) used a global �ash density

share of 1% for Europe, the share in Blakeslee et al. (2014) is approximately 3.5%,

and in Vinken et al. (2014) the estimate is approximately 10% of the global emission

based on Sauvage et al. (2007).

5.1.2 Nonlinear Lightning Parameterizations for Chemistry

Transport Models

The parameterization described in Price and Rind (1992) uses the cloud top height as

a proxy for the updraft velocity, which is an estimate of the thunderstorm intensity.

The authors found two di�erent relationships for continental (Eq. 5.1) and maritime

(Eq. 5.2) �ash rates.

Fcontinental = 3.44 10−5CTH4.90 (5.1)

and

Fmaritime = 6.40 10−4CTH1.73 (5.2)

where CTH is the model cloud top height in km and F represents the �ash rate in

�ashes per minute. For clouds with less than 5 km vertical extent, the �ash rate is

set to zero. The CTH-Parameterization is used, as in the Goddard Earth Observing

System Chemistry transport (GEOS-CHEM) model (Wang et al., 1998).
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5.1.3 Linear Lightning Parameterizations for Chemistry

Transport Models

This parameterization is found in Meijer et al. (2001). It represents a linear �t

(Eq. 5.3) between the modeled mean ECMWF (European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts) convective precipitation and the �ash frequency as mea-

sured with the Lightning Position And Tracking System during the The European

Lightning Nitrogen Oxides Project (EULINOX) Experiment over central continental

Europe in summer 1998.

F = 14700 CP + 1.7 (5.3)

F denotes the mean number of �ashes per precipitation mass. CP is the convective

precipitation in m. Because the parameterization is computed with cloud-ground

�ashes, it has to be corrected for the total �ash rate (Eq. 5.4). This is done with

the approach described in Price and Rind (1993) Eqs. 1 and 2

p =
1

64.09− 36.54H0 + 7.493H2
0 − 0.648H3

0 + 0.021H4
0

(5.4)

Here, H0 is calculated as formulated in Price and Rind (1993) Eq. 3 and describes

the cloud height above the freezing level. It is set to a minimum at 5.5 km. p is the

dimensionless correction factor for intra-cloud and cloud-to-ground �ashes.

This linear parameterization has been used in the CMAQ modeling system until

version 5.1. It is adopted in the form of Eq. 5.5

F = 147 CP
∆x

36000 m

∆y

36000 m
4 (5.5)

where F denotes the number of �ashes, CP is the convective precipitation in cm, and

the grid resolution in the x and y directions is ∆x and ∆y, respectively. The factor 4

accounts for the cloud-to-ground and intra-cloud ratio and is a strong simpli�cation

of Equation 5.4. The 36000 m in the parameterization refers to the standard grid

cell size of earlier CMAQ versions and scales the result to the actual grid cell size.

Because the experiment where this parametrization is based took place in a cer-

tain region over a short time period, the results may not be representative for all

model regions and all time scales. Especially over ocean areas, the parameterization

overestimates the �ash rate by approximately ten times (Boersma et al., 2005).
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In the latest model versions of CMAQ, a linear �t between the convective pre-

cipitation and the National Lightning Detection Network (NLDN) results in a slope

and an intercept value for every grid cell (Eq. 5.6). These values are used in con-

junction with the convective precipitation rate to calculate the �ash rate even for

other temporal scales.

F = SlopeNLDN/CP CP + InterceptNLDN/CP (5.6)

Other spatial information, such as land-sea distribution, is optionally usable to cor-

rect the �ash rate. It is described in Kang et al. (2018). This approach is applied

in this study.

5.1.4 LIS/OTD Satellite Data

The LIS and OTD instruments (Lightning Imaging Sensor / Optical transient de-

tector) are mounted on the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) satellite.

Both sensors monitor the 777.4 nm atomic oxygen multiplet emission line. They are

con�gured to detect pulses of illumination at this wavelength that originate from

lightning. The OTD was in operation from 1995 to 2000 and the LIS from 1998 until

now. While the LIS has a coverage of approximately 38◦ North and South around

the Equator, the OTD instrument covers nearly the entire globe. The detection

e�ciencies are approximately 50% for the OTD and 90% for the LIS. Cecil et al.

(2014) describes di�erent climatologies that are created with the dataset provided

by the OTD and LIS instruments. Because the instrument orbits over the area,

di�erent regions have di�erent view-times. This may lead to an underestimation of

�ash numbers in certain areas. In this study, the High-Resolution Monthly Clima-

tology (HRMC) with a global resolution of 0.5◦ was used. It contains, binned to

0.5◦ degree grid cells, the mean �ash density for every grid cell from 1995 to 2012.

A study of Anderson and Klugmann (2014) showed that VHF network observations

and the satellite climatology by Cecil et al. (2014) used in this study are in good

agreement.

5.1.5 Meteorology Data from COSMO-CLM

The meteorological �elds were simulated with the Consortium for small scale mod-

eling - Climate limited-area modelling-community mesoscale meteorological model
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(COSMO, version 5.0, citetRockel2008) for the year 2010 using ERA-Interim forc-

ing data (Dee et al., 2011). COSMO-CLM is the climate version of the numerical

weather prediction model COSMO (Schaettler et al., 2008), originally developed by

Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) Steppeler et al. (2003); Schaettler et al. (2008). It

was run on a 0.11◦ x 0.11◦ grid using 40 vertical layers up to 20 hPa for all of Europe.

COSMO-CLM uses the TERRA-ML land surface model (Schrodin and Heise, 2001),

a TKE turbulence closure scheme (Doms and Schättler, 2002; Doms et al., 2011), the

Tiedtke scheme (Tiedtke, 1989) for cumulus clouds and a radiation transfer scheme

following Ritter and Geleyn (1992).

The meteorological �elds were re-gridded to match the CMAQ grid with the Model-3

Meteorological Preprocessor for CMAQ (MCIP) preprocessor.

5.1.6 Emission Data

Anthropogenic emissions at an hourly temporal resolution were produced with the

Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions for Europe (SMOKE-EU) (Bieser et al.,

2011a) for the year 2010. A correct representation of anthropogenic emissions is

important for studying their interactions with natural nitrogen compounds. Com-

plete sea-, air- and land-based emissions sources in the model domain are used to

create the emission dataset. They are based on o�cially reported European Moni-

toring and Evaluation program (EMEP) emissions that are distributed in time and

space using appropriate proxies, such as population density, street maps or land

use. Point sources were considered to the extent that information from the Euro-

pean point source emission register was available. The vertical distribution of the

emissions was calculated online with the SMOKE model, and the results are given

by Bieser et al. (2011b). Shipping emissions for the Baltic Sea and North Sea with

high spatial and temporal resolutions were obtained for this study from the Ship

Tra�c Emission Assessment Model (STEAM) (Jalkanen et al., 2009, 2012; Johans-

son et al., 2013, 2017).

5.1.7 CMAQ

The Community Multi-scale Air Quality Model (CMAQ) (Byun and Ching, 1999;

Byun and Schere, 2006) version 5.0.1 (US EPA O�ce of Research and Develop-

ment, 2012) was used with the carbon bond 5 (CB05) photochemical mechanism
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(CB05tucl) (Kelly et al., 2010) and the AE6 aerosol mechanism. The model was

run for July 2010 with a spin-up time of 2 weeks to avoid the in�uence of initial

conditions on the modeled atmospheric concentrations. The model was setup on a

24 x 24 km2 grid cell size grid for entire Europe. Chemical boundary conditions for

the outer model domain were taken from the Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution

(HTAP) BASE dataset as described in Im et al. (2018). The vertical model extent

comprises 30 layers from the model surface up to the 100 hPa pressure level at the

top. Twenty of these layers are below approximately 2000 m, and the lowest layer

has a height of approximately 36 m.

5.1.8 Model evaluation data

Air concentrations measured at ground stations are often used as benchmarks for

model evaluation. In this study, in situ measurements from the EMEP station

network (Tørseth et al., 2012) are used. The data were provided by the EBAS

(http://ebas.nilu.no) database. Because NO has only a short lifetime in the atmo-

sphere in comparison to NO2, NO2 is used for the evaluation of the model data.

A disadvantage of observation site data is the limited spatial coverage and the lim-

itation to the lowest layer of the planetary boundary layer. Spatially more densely

distributed measurement data over broader areas of the model domain are provided

by satellite measurements. They are provided as column densities and include in-

formation on higher atmospheric layer concentrations as well.

Observations of the Ozone Measurement Instrument (OMI) on the National Aero-

nautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aura satellite are used in this study.

Aura is in a sun-synchronous orbit with an approximately 100 minute period. OMI

NO2 Level 2 data from the Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service web-

page (www.temis.nl) are used in this study (Boersma et al., 2011). Level 2 data are

processed satellite data instead of raw radiation sensor data.

A drawback of remote-sensing is its dependence on modeled a priori columns

of atmospheric trace gases and radiation transport modeling. Therefore, a direct

comparison of model and satellite data is not applicable. To overcome this, the

averaging kernel method (Eskes and Boersma, 2003) is used. Here, the averaging

kernel of OMI data was applied to the model results, which means the concentrations

calculated by the model have been weighted by height in the same manner as has
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been done for the original satellite retrieval. This makes the chemistry transport

model data and satellite data comparable. To act in a consistent manner of data

analysis, it was decided to project the satellite data on the chemistry transport

model grid. The necessary spatial interpolation has been done with a moving average

with a rectangular three by three grid cell window approach. The single satellite

observation has an error in the magnitude of the observation itself. By averaging

this data over time, the error was reduced by
√
n
−1 with sample size n. To reduce

the individual measurement error, the daylight overpass data from 05:00 UTC to

20:00 UTC over the whole month of July 2010 was averaged while including only

data with less then 50% cloud cover. This reduces the error of every particular

measurement from 100% to approximately 5%. The OMI records the spectral data

row-wise. For 2010, the OMI has some row anomalies that lead to invalid values.

Therefore, rows 27 - 46 and 54 - 55 have been omitted.

5.2 Fitting Lightning Parameters for Europe

As stated above, this study uses the new CMAQ approach of a linear �t between

the convective precipitation and �ash density data. Linear approaches are common.

They are based on one single linear model (see Eq. 5.3 and 5.5) or are speci�c for

a given region or grid cell as in the new CMAQ approach. Both approaches depend

on VHF network observations. If no VHF network observation is available for any

reason, it is not possible to use the regional approach. This study tries to close this

gap by using freely available satellite datasets.

TRMM LIS/OTD data as HRMC at a resolution of 0.5◦ was used as lightning

data. The convective precipitation data was used as calculated with the COSMO-

CLM and processed with MCIP. Because the OTD that covers most of the study

area is limited to the years 1995 to 2000, only precipitation data from this time

period were used.

The �tting has been calculated for each month individually. As the �ash data

are given in mean number of �ashes per km2 and day, the monthly mean daily sum

of convective rain per m2 was used. To account for spatial mismatches between

lightning data and convective precipitation data, a moving window of 11 × 11 grid

cells was applied. The total precipitation inside this window has been used to cal-
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culate a linear �t to the �ash counts within the same window. The particular linear

model is assumed to be valid for the center grid cell of the moving window (Fig. 5.1).

The study area was the extended European domain as seen in Figure 1. For the

�tting procedure, multiannual meteorological model data were needed. These data

were available at a resolution of approximately 0.5◦. We used a grid resolution of

64 × 64 km2 and interpolated all relevant information, such as �ash densities and

precipitation rates, to it because it matches the resolution of the input data well.

The linear �tting will be processed on this grid. The following model calculations of

the chemistry transport model and the corresponding meteorological driver is on a

24 × 24 km2 grid. Therefore the results of the linear �tting process were interpolated

with a bilinear interpolation method to the 24 × 24 km2 grid.

Figure 5.1: The principle of the slope calculation for the linear �t. The plot on the left
shows the rain rate, and the middle plot is the �ash density. The black boxes
show the moving average areas used for the linear �t between �ash rate and
rain rate. The black cross on the slope plot on the right shows the middle of
the red boxes for which the slope is calculated.

5.3 Emission Factors and Global Estimates

Emission factors for lightning emissions are highly uncertain and range from 8 moles

NO per �ash to more then 4000 moles per �ash (Peterson and Beasley, 2011). It is

di�cult to group these values by observation, laboratory experiment or simulation

in order to obtain a smaller range because the large spread of emission factors is

found in all three groups. Four di�erent options are possible to choose emission fac-

tors for estimating the nitrogen budget in a certain region: a mean emission factor,
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two factors and simulations from both ends of the range, a random �eld of emission

factors or to use a commonly used factor. Because the built-in emission calculation

in CMAQ is done with an emission factor of 500 moles per �ash, this was set as the

emission factor for all cases of this study for the reason of better inter-comparability.

With the above described method, global annual emissions were estimated to be

approximately 10 Tg N (Fig. 5.2). This is in agreement with the literature values and

corresponds to the upper limit of the estimates regarding global lightning emissions.

With a mean emission factor of 320 mole per �ash, global emissions of approximately

6.4 Tg N were calculated, which is an average value according to the literature.

Figure 5.2: Global �ash emissions with 500 moles N/�ash as the emission factor derived
from the 1995 to 2012 TRMM LIS/OTD climatology. The tropics can be
clearly identi�ed as a major source of lightning NO, but other regions of the
world are also high-emission areas. The unit is emission of NO in Gg N per
grid cell and year

5.4 Results and Discussion

In this study, three di�erent parameterizations were tested against the climatology

derived from the TRMM LIS/OTD observations.Three cases were distinguished.

The observation scenario is denoted as case SAT, the parameterization based on

convective rain and the TRMM LIS/OTD observation data as NEW. The CTH

parameterization is denoted with CTH, and OLD denotes the parameterization

used in CMAQ before version 5.2. It is important to notice that NEW and SAT are
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not equivalent. SAT represents observations, while NEW uses 2010 precipitation

data and proxy data from the climatology to calculate �ash rates for 2010.

5.4.1 Lightning NO emissions

All four emission cases show lightning NO emissions over Europe. The values

are listed in table 5.1. The annual lightning emissions derived from the TRMM

LIS/OTD �ash climatologies are approximately 295 Gg N for the year 2012. The

old CMAQ parameterization produces 892 Gg N, and the CTH parameterization

yields 188 Gg N (Fig. 5.3). The NEW case yields 278 Gg N. While spatial patterns

in frame a) and b) are very similar, the pattern in c) shows a clear di�erence be-

tween sea and land masses, and the pattern in d) shows a clear emphasis on the sea

areas. The month of July (Fig. 5.4) was used for model-observation evaluation of

concentrations (see 5.4.3). The total emissions for July by lightning are 53 Gg N

for the TRMM LIS/OTD �ash climatology, OLD yields 67 Gg N, the CTH param-

eterization yields 28 Gg N, and NEW yields 53 Gg N. With a mean emission factor

of only 320 moles per �ash NO, the emissions are 36% lower than those calculated

above.

SAT and NEW have comparable spatial and total emission characteristics. The

emissions from CTH are 2 times smaller than the emissions derived in SAT and are

more concentrated in the northern parts of Europe. The CTH parameterization is

based on the cloud top height of clouds thicker than 5500 m above the freezing level.

Because of the higher freezing level, many clouds are not thick enough to produce

lightning nitrogen monoxide.

OLD is linearly dependent on the convective rain rate. Convective rain does not

necessarily lead to thunderstorms and lightning because separation of charge in the

cloud is required and occurs only with certain updraft velocities, instability and

cloud heights. Especially over the open ocean, these conditions are not as closely

linked to convective precipitation as is assumed. This assumed close dependence

explains the high values of nitrogen monoxide emissions over the Atlantic ocean and

on the west coast of Norway in the model.
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Table 5.1: Emissions from lightning for di�erent time spans, emission factors and param-
eterizations. Emission factor in mole N per �ash (mol/�.)

Year 2010 July 2010 Year 2010 July 2010
500 mol/�. 500 mol/�. 320 mol/�. 320 mol/�.

SAT 295 Gg N 53 Gg N 189 Gg N 34 Gg N
OLD 892 Gg N 67 Gg N 571 Gg N 43 Gg N
CTH 188 Gg N 28 Gg N 120 Gg N 18 Gg N
NEW 278 Gg N 53 Gg N 178 Gg N 34 Gg N

Figure 5.3: Yearly emissions of nitrogen monoxide by lightning in 2010. a) is the TRMM
data (SAT), b) is the new NEW parameterization, c) is the CTH parameteri-
zation and d) is the OLD parameterization. The unit is emission of NO in Gg
N per grid cell and year
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.4: Emissions of nitrogen monoxide by lightning in July 2010. The panels are the
same as those in �gure 5.3. The unit is emission of NO in Gg N per grid cell
and month July of 2010
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5.4.2 Lightning NO emission sensitivity

To asses the sensitivity of the lightning emissions to the �tting process, �ve sensi-

tivity experiments for the new parameterization were conducted. In the �rst two

experiments, randomly varying rain amounts were added to the convective precipi-

tation dataset of 2010. Afterwards, the dataset is scaled with a factor so that the

sum of the deviated dataset is 10% greater than the original precipitation dataset.

In the �rst experiment, it was added before the �tting process; in the second exper-

iment, it was added after the �tting when calculating the �ash rate for a particular

rain dataset. The calculation was repeated 20 times in both cases. For the �rst case,

when the noise was added before the �tting had been performed, the impact on the

total lightning count was approximately -5%. In the second case, when the noise

was added to the precipitation dataset used for lightning calculation, the noise lead

to 45% more lightning.

The third and fourth experiments were performed by increasing the precipitation

of the original dataset linearly by 10%. The e�ect on the �ash count when adding

the increase before the �tting process was -6%. In the second case, when the values

were added to the precipitation dataset for the �ash count calculation, the impact

was +10% more �ashes.

The �fth test case was calculated with meteorological data for the year 2012. Be-

cause the meteorological parameters rain and cloud extent might di�er in di�erent

ways, this process can be used to determine the sensitivity of the CTH parameter-

ization to the input variables. The new parameterization emits 48% less, the old

13% less and the CTH 16% less than 2010; the values di�er noticeably from those

in 2010 (Fig. 5.5). Compared to the sum calculated with the TRMM data of 53

Gg N for July, the old parameterization now represents the conditions best with 58

Gg N. From the perspective of spatial distribution, the old parameterization di�ers

very noticeably from the TRMM data, and in this case, the new parameterization

�ts best.

Overall, the total emission impact is very sensitive to the meteorology. Only longer

time series and climatologies with more than two years of data (as suggested in

Finney et al. (2014) and Anderson and Klugmann (2014)) will give a representative

overview that is not biased by a dryer or wetter year.
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.5: Sensitivity to the di�erent meteorological conditions in 2010 and 2012. The
relative di�erence between the both years is shown in a) for NEW, b) for OLD
and c) for the CTH parameterization.

5.4.3 Concentration and deposition changes caused by

lightning emissions

To investigate the interactions and changes in the summed nitrogen oxides (NOy)

as well as the interaction and changes in reduced nitrogen species (NHX), chemistry

transport model simulations with CMAQ (see 5.1.7) were conducted. The full emis-

sion dataset as described in 5.1.6 was used. A base case without lightning emissions

and four simulations containing SAT, NEW, OLD and CTH lightning emissions

were calculated.

Lower Troposphere

All four cases showed higher concentrations of oxidized nitrogen in the lowest model

layer than the base case without lightning emissions (Fig. 5.7). Concentrations of

reduced nitrogen were lower in most parts of Europe (Fig. 5.8). This is consistent

with higher concentrations of ammonium nitrate aerosols (Fig. 5.9) in the same re-

gions. Higher emissions of nitrogen monoxide cause higher concentrations of HNO3,

which reacts with NH3 to form particulate ammonium nitrate.

Regional increases in NHx concentrations are explainable by horizontal and verti-

cal transport of gaseous and particulate nitrogen (for average wind �elds in July

2010, see �gure 5.6). This was signi�cantly visible in the CTH case. The regions

with higher NHx concentrations in the lowest model layer had lower concentrations

summed over the total model column than in the base case. This was caused by
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5 Natural emissions from lightning

Figure 5.6: Average wind velocity as shading and wind direction as arrows for a) the lowest
model layer at a height of approximately 20 m and b) layer 25 representing
middle tropospheric wind �elds at a height of approximately 5000 m. Averaging
time span is one month for July 2010.

greater deposition over the Atlantic ocean, vertical transport to higher layers and

horizontal transport to the eastern parts of the model domain.

Because reduced nitrogen is mainly emitted from agriculture, concentration changes

in NH3, which is only a short-range-transport pollutant, is more or less limited to

the land surface and will not extend to larger areas in the open sea. This does not

apply to the strongly coastally in�uenced parts of the Mediterranean, as this region

is surrounded by agricultural areas.

Sea areas appeared to be in�uenced more by lightning emissions than surround-

ing land surface areas when looking at relative concentration changes. On the other

hand, the absolute changes were quite low. The reason for this is that anthropogenic

emissions over ocean areas are limited to shipping emissions. Both emissions and

background concentrations over ocean areas are lower than those on land. Small

emission changes like those caused by lightning therefore have a larger impact over

ocean areas than on land (Fig. 5.7). This can be best observed in the southern

Barents sea.

As only SAT had emissions and increased concentration values of lightning nitro-

gen monoxide over northwestern Africa (Fig. 5.4 and 5.7), we did not �nd similar
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changes in NEW, OLD and CTH . There are two possible explanations. One of

them involves dry thunderstorms for which convective rain parameterizations are

not suitable. The other explanation involves thunderstorms with rain that were not

simulated correctly by the meteorological model.

Figure 5.7: Near-ground concentration changes in oxidized nitrogen species for July 2010.
a) SAT case, b) NEW, c) CTH and d) old parameterization.
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Figure 5.8: Near-ground concentration changes in reduced nitrogen species for July 2010.
Same format as in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.9: Near-ground concentration changes in ammonium nitrate for July 2010. Same
format as in Fig. 5.7.
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An evaluation of lightning emissions using the EMEP station network (see 5.1.8)

showed that the impact on the air quality measurement was low but leads in some

cases to signi�cant di�erences (see Tab. 5.2 and 5.3). For example, the MNB had

signi�cantly higher values in the lightning case than in the base case. This could

be interpreted as a model deterioration. The reason for this is that the base model

run already overpredicted the nitrogen emissions as a result of the uncertainty in

the anthropogenic emissions. Additional nitrogen emissions raise the concentration

level and consequently the MNB. This indicated that the implementation of lightning

emissions may improve the model in terms of processes considered without improving

the performance of the model when evaluated against observations.

The dry deposition of oxidized nitrogen (Fig. 5.10) was spatially correlated with

the increase in concentrations of oxidized nitrogen. The relative dry deposition

change of NHx (Fig. 5.11) was also positive and, to a smaller extent, spatially

linked to the concentration increase in oxidized nitrogen. This was due to the addi-

tional formation of ammonium nitrate in the regions of higher emissions caused by

lightning, where NH+
4 deposition was then higher than before.

The pattern of wet deposition was closely linked to the rainfall pattern in the

simulated month. The overall pattern resulting from the simulations was an com-

bination of the dry deposition pattern already described and the rainfall pattern

of the model. Where more rainfall occurs, deposition is higher; where less rainfall

occurs, the deposition is lower than the dry deposition results or there is actually

no deposition.
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Table 5.2: EMEP evaluation values. First header row indicates the case, second the sta-
tistical parameter.

BASE TRMM
corr RMSEP MNB corr RMSEP MNB

Vezin 0.74 1.17 0.03 0.74 1.17 0.03
Waldhof 0.51 1.43 -0.52 0.51 1.42 -0.52
Anholt 0.74 0.93 0.03 0.74 0.93 0.03
Lahemaa 0.48 1.14 -0.54 0.48 1.14 -0.53
Vilsandi 0.30 1.44 -0.59 0.30 1.44 -0.59
Aston Hill 0.69 0.69 -0.28 0.69 0.69 -0.28
St. Osyth 0.80 1.21 0.00 0.80 1.21 0.00
M. Harborough 0.39 0.75 0.02 0.39 0.75 0.03
Preila 0.38 0.44 -0.26 0.38 0.43 -0.26
Eibergen 0.64 2.12 -0.36 0.64 2.12 -0.36
Birkenes II 0.67 0.54 0.98 0.67 0.54 0.98
Hurdal 0.32 0.37 0.44 0.32 0.37 0.44
Leba 0.35 0.78 -0.51 0.35 0.78 -0.51
Råö 0.70 1.24 0.76 0.70 1.25 0.76

Table 5.3: EMEP evaluation values. Continued from 5.2. First header row indicates the
case. second the statistical parameter.

CTH Old New
corr RMSEP MNB corr RMSEP MNB corr RMSEP MNB

Vezin 0.74 1.17 0.03 0.74 1.17 0.04 0.74 1.17 0.03
Waldhof 0.51 1.43 -0.52 0.47 1.42 -0.51 0.51 1.43 -0.52
Anholt 0.74 0.92 0.03 0.74 0.92 0.03 0.74 0.93 0.03
Lahemaa 0.48 1.14 -0.53 0.48 1.13 -0.53 0.48 1.14 -0.53
Vilsandi 0.30 1.44 -0.59 0.28 1.43 -0.58 0.30 1.44 -0.59
Aston Hill 0.69 0.68 -0.27 0.69 0.67 -0.25 0.69 0.69 -0.28
St. Osyth 0.80 1.21 0.00 0.80 1.20 0.00 0.80 1.21 0.00
M. Harborough 0.39 0.75 0.03 0.39 0.74 0.04 0.39 0.75 0.03
Preila 0.38 0.43 -0.26 0.34 0.42 -0.20 0.39 0.43 -0.26
Eibergen 0.64 2.12 -0.36 0.63 2.11 -0.35 0.64 2.12 -0.36
Birkenes II 0.67 0.54 0.99 0.67 0.54 1.03 0.67 0.54 0.98
Hurdal 0.32 0.38 0.45 0.30 0.39 0.51 0.32 0.37 0.44
Leba 0.35 0.78 -0.51 0.28 0.78 -0.48 0.35 0.78 -0.51
Råö 0.70 1.24 0.76 0.70 1.25 0.78 0.70 1.24 0.76
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5 Natural emissions from lightning

Figure 5.10: Dry deposition change in oxidized nitrogen for July 2010. a) is the TRMM
data, b) is the parameterization as described in 5.2, c) is the CTH and d) is the
old CMAQ parameterization. The change is mainly comparable to the change
in �gure 5.7 because dry deposition is proportional to the concentration.
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Figure 5.11: Dry deposition change of reduced nitrogen for July 2010. a) is the TRMM
data, b) is the parameterization as described in 5.2, c) is the CTH and d) is the
old CMAQ parameterization. The change is mainly comparable to the change
in �gure 5.8 because dry deposition is proportional to the concentration.
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Upper Troposphere

The spatial N distribution in the upper atmosphere was di�erent than that in the

lower parts of the atmosphere. Anthropogenic emissions in the middle and high

troposphere mainly stem from aircrafts. The emissions from aircraft are bound

to the main �ight paths over Europe, with large quantities over central Europe,

the corridors to North America over the North Sea and Atlantic ocean and the

corridors to Asia over the Baltic sea and southeastern Europe. For this study,

the aircraft time and �ight path pro�les (and associated emissions) were assumed

to be static. The emissions from aircraft were uniformly added to the emission

dataset of the base and new lightning cases. The upper troposphere emissions from

aircraft over the whole year 2012 were 128 Gg N and 10 Gg N for July (see table

5.4 for a source apportionment overview of the year 2010). This scaled to the

lightning emissions that are mainly distributed in the upper troposphere (Fig. 5.12),

as derived from the TRMM climatologies by about one third. A comparison of

nitrogen oxide concentration caused by aircraft emissions and lightning emissions in

the middle troposphere showed that lightning emissions had a considerably higher

impact in the eastern part of the model domain than aircraft emissions (Fig. 5.13).

There was a clear gradient from east to west in N contribution by lightning. In

eastern Europe, N concentrations caused by lightning were over 6 times larger than

those caused by aircraft. In western parts, in contrast, aircraft emissions were twice

as large as lightning emissions.

Table 5.4: Total emissions per year for di�erent regions of the model domain and for the
di�erent emission sources discussed in this study.

Emission ≤ 10◦E in Tg N Emission > 10◦E in Tg N

Biogenic 0.15 0.22
Anthropogenic 1.88 2.33

Aircraft (above PBL) 0.07 0.06
Lightning 0.09 0.2
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.12: Vertical distribution of lightning emissions as mentioned in Koshak et al.
(2014) and applied to the CMAQ model levels used in this study.
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Figure 5.13: Share of contributions of lightning-caused oxidized nitrogen concentrations
and aviation-caused oxidized nitrogen concentrations. Negative values indi-
cate that the aviation contribution is higher, positive values indicate that the
lightning contribution is higher.
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Column values as derived by the OMI satellite instrument

The OMI data provides both column NO2 data and the averaging kernel. The av-

eraging kernel describes the height-dependent sensitivity of the satellite to the NO2

concentration. With this information, the model data can be recalculated as the con-

centration that would have been seen by the satellite if the model atmosphere had

been the real atmosphere. The averaging kernel was applied to the corresponding

daylight overpasses of the satellite in July of 2010. The mean column NO2 density

for July was calculated for each case (Fig 5.14), and a �eld of uncertainties was also

calculated (Fig. 5.15). The total amount of nitrogen dioxide in the columns deviate.

The model columns show higher column densities than the observation column of

the OMI.

The impact of the lightning emissions was high over the Black Sea, where the

model cases with lightning emission agreed better with the observations than did

the reference calculation without lightning. In this area, the relative di�erences

are higher than the uncertainty of the observations. The di�erences between the

di�erent cases of parameterizations are small and all lie within the uncertainty of

the observations. While the new parameterization matched the patterns over the

Black Sea best, it overestimated the NO2 column density over Eastern Europe. An

interesting phenomenon might have been caused by the a priori information of the

satellite data, which was provided by the GEOS-CHEM model. It used the CTH

parameterization, which showed a comparably low column density in a very distinct

way with a comparable pattern in the CTH case of this study over Romania and

the OMI observation.

The satellite showed di�erences in the extent of the NO2 �elds between the model

cases and the observations. The calculated column densities were broader and over-

estimated the NO2 concentration in the areas outside the main pollution areas. The

overestimation of column densities, as described in the previous paragraph, in con-

junction with broader column densities of NO2 around the high emission areas might

indicate lowered depletion of NO2 and an increased lifetime in the model. Another

option is an overestimation of nitrogen emission in the SMOKE-EU emission model,

which may lead to higher concentrations in the model area.
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Compared to the satellite column densities, the emission dataset used in this

study missed sources. There were hot spots of NO2 concentrations along the north-

ern coast of Africa that were observed by the satellite but not represented in the

calculated concentration �eld or in the emissions used in this study. Furthermore,

there are higher concentrations around Iceland and Greenland that were not present

in the satellite measurements. The northern Baltic Sea showed smaller emissions

from shipping than were observed in the satellite observations.

Figure 5.14: Vertical NO2 column densities in molecules per square centimeter as seen from
the OMI satellite. a) SAT, b) NEW, c) CTH and d) OLD parameterization.
The model cases are calculated with the corresponding averaging kernels of
the satellite overpasses per pixel in order to make them comparable. The OMI
observation color scale is di�erent from the model scales. All model cases use
the color scale displayed with the �without lightning � case. The OMI data
has a priori information form GEOS-Chem, which incorporates a version of
the CTH parameterization. Timespan of analysis is one month of July 2010.
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Figure 5.15: Uncertainty caused by random error in the OMI data in percent for every
pixel for Figure 5.14.

5.5 Conclusion

This study investigates the impact of lightning nitrogen monoxide emissions on the

European nitrogen budget. For reasons of better representativity, an adaptation of

satellite climatologies of lightning to the particular model year is performed with a

linear model of lightning dependent on convective rain. While the model itself is

already implemented in the CMAQ model system, the ability to �t the linear model

with globally and freely available satellite data instead of VHF network data is a

sizable advantage for the modeling community. The described �t between lightning

data from TRMM and rain data can be used as a globally applicable parameteriza-

tion for lightning emissions in chemistry transport models. It is reliable enough to

reproduce the TRMM satellite climatologies with special attention to the meteoro-

logical variation in the simulation year.

It was shown that lightning is an important natural source for reactive nitrogen in

the European domain, especially in southern and eastern Europe. The estimated

emissions from the TRMM lightning climatology were approximately 295 Gg N

annually for Europe. For the model year, the emissions were 278 Gg N. This is

approximately 6% of the total emissions of oxidized reactive nitrogen in Europe.
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While these emissions had only a small impact on the near-ground concentrations

in central and northern Europe, in southern Europe and in higher layers of the tro-

posphere, the impact was considerably higher. Over broad areas of the eastern part

of the model domain, the impact of lightning was more than 6 times higher than

the impact of aircraft emissions on the nitrogen budget in the atmosphere.

The comparison with OMI satellite observations of NO2 columns showed that the

model overestimated NO2 and that the emission dataset in this study included less

emission sources than the satellite can show. Furthermore, it was shown that light-

ning has an observable impact on the column density over Europe.

A considerable uncertainty arises from the lack of knowledge of the best representing

emission factor per �ash. The value of 500 moles NO per �ash that was assumed

here is on the upper end of reliable estimates. An estimate with 320 moles NO per

�ash is in better agreement with the global estimate and leads to a 4% share of the

total emissions in Europe.

In summary, the use of lightning data in chemistry transport simulations improves

models of the rural areas of Europe, in southern Europe and in close proximity

to and over larger water bodies, especially in southern Europe, because lightning

in�uences the chemistry in these regions.
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Abstract

In populated areas, natural emissions sources of reactive oxidized nitrogen are of lower
magnitude than anthropogenic emissions. Globally, the emissions from soil, �res and light-
ning have a share of 12-15% each. Anthropogenic emissions are supposed to decrease in
the coming decades in Europe. Assuming that such emissions are decreased, the share
of natural emissions will become more important in the coming decades. This study in-
vestigates the e�ect of decreasing anthropogenic emissions on the share and behavior of
natural reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions and the resulting concentrations under these
conditions.
Two years were considered, 2010 and 2040, featuring the anthropogenic emissions reduc-
tion of the IIASA ECLIPSE MTFR scenario. Natural emissions remain unchanged. In
this case study, natural emissions will become as relevant as being responsible for up to
50% of the central and eastern European air concentrations of reactive nitrogen under the
possible future of the MTFR scenario. These emissions alter the chemical composition of
the atmosphere by an increasing share of organic nitrogen compounds and will contribute
in a relatively larger share in the deposition processes a�ecting ecosystems in the future.
Because it is the maximum technically feasible scenario, it shows the possible upper bound-
ary of natural emissions contribution by today's technological achievements.
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6.1 Input data

6.1.1 Emissions, cases and scenarios

Anthropogenic emissions in hourly temporal resolution were produced with SMOKE-

EU (Bieser et al., 2011a) for the year 2010. These emissions need to be taken into

account to model and study the interactions of anthropogenic and natural nitro-

gen compounds correctly. Sea-, air- and land-based emissions sources in the model

domain are used to create the emissions dataset. They are based on o�cially re-

ported EMEP emissions, which are distributed in time and space using appropriate

surrogates, such as population density, street maps or land use. Point sources were

considered as long as information from the European Pollutant Release and Transfer

Register (E-PRTR) register was available. The vertical distribution of the emissions

was calculated online with the SMOKE model (Bieser et al., 2011b). Shipping

emissions for the Baltic Sea and North Sea with high spatial and temporal resolu-

tions for this study were obtained from the Ship Tra�c Emission Assessment Model

(STEAM) (Jalkanen et al., 2009, 2012; Johansson et al., 2013, 2017).

Natural emissions were created with methods speci�c for each type of emissions.

Biogenic emissions were calculated with the meteorological data and the BEIS (Bio-

genic Emission Inventory System) model system. Biogenic emissions include nitro-

gen monoxide and VOCs such as isoprene and terpene. Canopy reduction of nitrogen

monoxide was calculated with the approach of Wang et al. (1998) incorporated in

BEIS as described in Arndt et al. (2018). The vegetation �re data were used from

the FINN emission dataset for each day (Wiedinmyer et al., 2011). It was gridded

and uniformly hourly distributed over the model day to the model grid. Vegetation

�res emit nitrogen monoxide, nitrogen dioxide, ammonia and particles. The verti-

cal distribution is uniform through the lower troposphere up to 200 m. Lightning

emission data were added with the method described in Arndt et al. (2019) based

on the LIS/OTD lightning climatologies.

For the purpose of this study, each emissions source was treated as a separate

case. The cases are listed in table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Listing of emissions sources (rows) and denotation of cases (columns). Crosses
indicate which emissions are considered in the respective cases.

ant biog �re lno

anthropogenic emissions X X X X
biogenic emissions X X X
canopy reduction X X X
wild�re emissions X X
lightning emissions X

6.1.2 Base Emission 2010

The base case is an emissions dataset for the year 2010.The emissions model data for

2010 were used in the study of Solazzo et al. (2017), and the model performance with

this dataset was tested, revealing that the model performed well. The emissions of

2010 were chosen because they have the most reliable background by highest primary

inventory availability in this year.

Reactive oxidized nitrogen is emitted mainly by anthropogenic processes. Including

all processes, the share of natural emissions on the total emissions of reactive oxidized

nitrogen is approximately 10% for Europe. Total emissions are 7.2 Tg N, with 6.5 Tg

N coming from anthropogenic sources (Fig. 6.1 a) ). Emissions from soil have the

greatest share to the total natural nitrogen oxide emissions, with 0.37 Tg N (5.3%),

followed by lightning, with 0.3 Tg N (4.4%). Wild�res are of minor relevance, with

0.02 Tg (0.3%) for the total budget of reactive oxidized nitrogen, but they might be

essential for limited time and region budget and air quality calculations. Canopy

reduction reduces the amount of NOy emitted by soil signi�cantly from 0.43 Tg N

to 0.37 Tg N (reduction of 14%). The natural emissions are shown in Figure 6.2.

Reduced nitrogen emissions are 5.8 Tg N in total (Fig. 6.1 b) ). Livestock and

manure are responsible for the majority of these emissions, while wild�res, industries

and tra�c are only responsible for a share of approximately 10%. Total emissions

of reactive nitrogen are 13 Tg N.

6.1.3 2040 scenario data

For the e�ect of emissions reduction, a scenario was de�ned. The reduction fraction

for 2040 is calculated based on countrywise emissions for 2010 and 2040 of the

MTFR (maximum technically feasible reduction) for SOX , NOX , NH3, VOC and
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Figure 6.1: Total emissions of a) nitrogen oxides and b) ammonia for the model year used
in this study. The unit is emission of NOy in Gg N per grid cell and year.

Figure 6.2: Total emissions of a) soil NO, b) wild�re NOx and c) lightning NO emissions
for the model year used in this study. The unit is emission of NOy in Gg N
per grid cell and year.

PM2.5 from the IIASA ECLIPSE V5a Emission Inventory (see Table 6.2). Gridded

2010 emissions were scaled with the fractions to calculate 2040 gridded emissions

(Fig. 6.3). Grid cells with contributions of two countries were treated with the

average reduction of both countries.

Shipping emissions reduction is based on the scenarios �EEDI 2040� described in

Karl et al. (2018). For the purpose of this study, meteorology and natural emissions

are considered to be unchanged.
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Table 6.2: Emissions reduction of North Sea and Baltic Sea riparian states for 2040 emis-
sions as fractions of 2010 emissions as taken from the IIASA ECLIPSE V5a
MTFR scenario. Full table is provided in the appendix as table A.4.

Land SOX NOX NH3 VOC PM2.5

Belarus 0.93 0.95 0.20 0.46 0.74
Belgium 0.72 0.45 0.17 0.60 0.40
Denmark 0.49 0.35 0.17 0.32 0.19
Estonia 0.25 0.43 0.18 0.40 0.23
Finland 0.37 0.37 0.20 0.24 0.28
France 0.44 0.32 0.18 0.43 0.27
Germany 0.32 0.35 0.17 0.47 0.31
Latvia 0.89 0.46 0.25 0.31 0.29
Lithuania 0.50 0.34 0.15 0.38 0.27
Netherlands 0.60 0.38 0.16 0.49 0.52
Norway 1.29 0.77 0.32 0.45 0.48
Poland 0.29 0.33 0.18 0.42 0.55
Russian Federation 1.26 0.74 0.16 0.49 0.50
Sweden 0.71 0.32 0.19 0.54 0.55
Shipping Emissions 0.12 0.29 0.85 0.92 0.49
United Kingdom 0.19 0.29 0.20 0.51 0.39

Area-weighted average 0.42 0.42 0.52 0.68 0.47

Figure 6.3: Emissions reduction ratio between 2010 and 2040 following the IIASA
ECLIPSE V5a MTFR scenario. This �gure only shows the fraction belong-
ing to nitrogen oxides.
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6.1.4 Meteorology Data from COSMO-CLM

The meteorological �elds were simulated with the COSMO-CLM (Rockel et al.,

2008) mesoscale meteorological model (version 5.0) for the year 2012 using ERA-

Interim forcing data (Dee et al., 2011). COSMO-CLM is the climate version of the

numerical weather prediction model COSMO (Schaettler et al., 2008), originally de-

veloped by Deutscher Wetterdienst (DWD) Steppeler et al. (2003); Schaettler et al.

(2008). It was run on a 0.11◦ x 0.11◦ grid using 40 vertical layers up to 20 hPa for all

of Europe. COSMO-CLM uses the TERRA-ML land surface model (Schrodin and

Heise, 2001), a TKE turbulence closure scheme (Doms and Schättler, 2002; Doms

et al., 2011), the Tiedtke scheme (Tiedtke, 1989) for cumulus clouds and a radiation

transfer scheme following Ritter and Geleyn (1992). The meteorological �elds were

regridded to match the CMAQ grid with an adapted version of the Model-3 MCIP

preprocessor. This study features the meteorology of 2012. The meteorological data

are used and evaluated by the studies of Arndt et al. (2018) and Karl et al. (2019)

and are based on Geyer (2014). These data were chosen rather than the emissions

of the corresponding year 2010 because 2012 has a stronger winter and a hotter and

dryer summer than 2010. This opens the span of the circulation and deposition in

the context of climate change and made it a good reference year.

6.1.5 Chemistry transport modeling

The CMAQ model (Byun and Ching, 1999; Byun and Schere, 2006) version 5.0.1

was used (US EPA O�ce of Research and Development, 2012) with the CB05 photo-

chemical mechanism (CB05tucl) (Kelly et al., 2010) and the AE6 aerosol mechanism.

The model was run for the meteorology of 2012 with a spin-up time of 2 weeks in

2011 to avoid the in�uence of initial conditions on the modeled atmospheric con-

centrations. The model was setup on a grid with a grid cell size of 64 x 64 km2

for all of Europe. Although the grid cell size is relatively coarse, it is su�cient for

this study and computationally e�cient. The emissions reduction scenario is an

approximation of a future that might occur. Therefore, a spatially more detailed

computation would suggest a higher detail of the model results than is consistent

with the emissions scenario.

Chemical boundary conditions for the outer model domain were taken from the

HTAP BASE dataset as described in Im et al. (2018). The vertical model extent
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6 Natural nitrogen under largely reduced anthropogenic emissions

contains 30 layers up to 100 hPa. Twenty of these layers are below approximately

2000 m, with the lowest layer extending to approximately 36 m above ground.

6.2 Analysis metrics

Three di�erent metrics describe the impact of natural emissions and the impact

change with time under the MTFR emissions scenario. They �rst both analyze the

year 2010

a =
Ccase − Cant

Ccase
(6.1)

Eq. 6.1 de�nes the ratio where the natural emissions concentration increases the total

concentration over the anthropogenic signal. The variables used are the spatially

averaged variables over the entire model domain.

b =
Clno − Cant

Clno
× 100% (6.2)

Eq. 6.2 refers to the contribution of all natural emissions to the resulting concentra-

tions of total emissions.

To represent the change in the natural emissions contribution share to the con-

centration in the future, the total di�erence of the share is calculated in Eq. 6.3.

It shows the direct impact of the anthropogenic emissions reduction on the natural

emissions contribution share.

c =
Clno2040 − Cant2040

Clno2040
× 100% − Clno2010 − Cant2010

Clno2010
× 100% (6.3)

The synopsis of both sources of information enables observing whether the am-

plitude of relative changes relate to small or large total changes.

6.3 Results and Discussion

6.3.1 Base case 2010 characteristics

Natural emissions are the highest in summer and lowest in winter, as shown in

Fig. 6.4 a). This result was expected due to the lower temperatures in winter, which

lead to reduced microbial activity and therefore lower nitrogen emissions from the
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Figure 6.4: Share of natural-emissions-caused concentrations to the daily grid average con-
centration of oxidized nitrogen. a) For the base case, b) for the scenario case.
Graphics are calculated with Eq. 6.1.

soil and lower convective activity of the atmosphere. Three cases are shown in Fig.

6.4 with respect to the model con�gurations described in Table 6.1. All of the cases

are between 0 and 20% higher than the anthropogenic emissions alone. This result

is consistent with the de�nition of the cases where every case contains a higher level

of nitrogen emissions because the natural sources were added case by case.Although

the case with the lowest share is that with biogenic emissions and canopy reduction,

the one with the highest portion is that containing lightning emissions. It is approx-

imately twice as high as the case without lightning. Vegetation �res contribute to

a small percentage in the early summer but to a larger extent in the late summer.
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6 Natural nitrogen under largely reduced anthropogenic emissions

Although vegetation �res do not occur noticeably in the winter months, there is a

peak around Julian day 100. This is a �re event in southwest Europe leading to

signi�cant vegetation �re emissions. The higher percentage in the late summer is a

result of the Russian 2010 forest �res. Wild�res in 2010 are lower in Europe than

in the years before, but in conjunction with the wild�res in Russia in 2010 in total

on the yearly average of the European domain. (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2017).

Stronger single �re events are also likely in the future (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al.,

2017; Turco et al., 2018).

In winter (Fig. 6.5), the concentration share of natural emissions over northern

and central Europe is low, and exceeding 5% share is limited to some areas in south-

ern Europe. This result is expected because microbial activity is mainly driven by

soil temperature and lightning activity by convective cloud formation. Those areas

with a higher share are those with higher temperatures even during winter and are

consistent with the expectations.

In summer (Fig. 6.6), the concentration share of natural nitrogen is high throughout

the entire modeling domain, with minor shares over northwest central Europe and

the waterbodies of the North and Baltic Seas. The portion is almost everywhere

higher than 15%. This result is related to the higher temperatures in summer. For

southern and eastern Europe, the formation of thunderstorms is associated with

typical Mediterranean air masses with higher water vapor content leading to more

and intense thunderstorms. This leads to a contribution higher than 20% in these

areas.

Two unexpected e�ects could be observed, one of them in both winter and summer.

The �rst e�ect is a higher concentration share around Iceland and the north At-

lantic ocean o� the coast of Norway. The higher emissions share here is a result of

thunderstorms leading to lightning emissions and higher concentrations in otherwise

clean maritime air. These thunderstorms are caused by relatively warm sea surface

temperatures and forced convection by the orography of Iceland and western Nor-

way. The other e�ect is a very high concentration share throughout the whole year

in northern Africa. It is caused by strong emissions from soil and the absence of

anthropogenic emissions.
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Figure 6.5: Spatial analysis of natural-emissions-caused concentrations to the seasonal av-
erage concentration for winter period. Top graphics refer to concentration,
middle row refers to dry deposition, and the bottom row refers to wet deposi-
tion. Left graphics show the 2010 contribution after Eq. 6.2, and right shows
the 2040 change following Eq. 6.3.
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6 Natural nitrogen under largely reduced anthropogenic emissions

Figure 6.6: Spatial analysis of natural-emissions-caused concentrations to the seasonal av-
erage concentration for summer period. Top graphics refer to concentration,
middle row refers to dry deposition, and the bottom row refers to wet deposi-
tion. Left graphics show the 2010 contribution after Eq. 6.2, and right shows
the 2040 change following Eq. 6.3.
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The aerosol concentration consisting of oxidized nitrate and reduced ammonia

(Fig. 6.7) share shows that the concentration of particulate ammonium nitrate is

reduced over most parts of central and northern Europe. The precisely located more

positive share of nitrate aerosols in southeastern Europe and at the west coast of

Europe is caused by the emission of NH3 from vegetation �res. To understand why

the particle concentration is reduced, it is important to mention the in�uence of bio-

genic VOCs. The biog case includes, in addition to nitrogen monoxide emissions,

isoprene and terpene emissions. Those emissions change the impact of biogenic

emissions signi�cantly and form organic nitrates (denoted as PAN, PNAx, PNA

and NTR) that are reservoir molecules for the oxidized nitrogen cycle. On average,

the biogenic emission of VOCs lowers the concentration share of nitrogen monoxide

and dioxide to the total oxidized nitrogen mass while increasing the share of organic

nitrates (Fig. 6.8 a)). The shift into the reservoir species lowers the formation of

particulate nitrate, which decreases the particulate ammonium nitrate concentration

share. Nitrogen monoxide and VOCs react with ozone and reduce its concentration.

This also leads to a smaller share of ozone caused by natural emissions (see Fig. 6.9).

Dry deposition is increased over the model domain belonging to higher concen-

trations of oxidized nitrogen. Its share is noticeably increased in areas with an

increased concentration share to natural sources and in good agreement with the

expectations. Deposition to the land surface by natural emissions is 134 Gg N, to

the open sea surfaces is 34 Gg N, and to the direct coastal grid cells of the model

domain is 39 Gg N. These are 8%, 5% and 5% of the total deposition to the respec-

tive areas. The negative deposition share is related to the concentration reduction

of particulate nitrate.

The wet deposition share is negative over large parts of the northern model domain,

while it is positive over the southern and eastern parts of the model domain. De-

position to the land surface by natural emissions is 15 Gg N and to the open sea

surfaces is 5 Gg N. The coastal grid cells receive less deposition by natural emissions

of approximately -0.6 Gg N. These are 3%, 1% and less than -0.2% of the total

deposition to the respective areas. Because dry and wet deposition a�ect di�erent

categories of substances more e�ciently, the wet deposition change indicates a lower

concentration of particulate nitrogen in the air.This result is in good agreement with

the �ndings for ammonium nitrate concentration.
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6 Natural nitrogen under largely reduced anthropogenic emissions

Figure 6.7: Spatial analysis of natural-emissions-caused concentrations of ammonium ni-
trate particles. Displayed is the share calculated with 6.2 for the summer period
of the 2010 base case.

6.3.2 Scenario

Fig. 6.4 b) for the MTFR scenario basically shows an upscaling of the natural-

emissions-induced concentration, as observed in 6.4 a), by a factor of 2. The ob-

served relevance of processes for 2040 is comparable to 2010. This result is in general

agreement with the design of the experiment of the scenario where the anthropogenic

emissions are reduced and the natural emissions remain unchanged.

In summer (Fig. 6.6), the in�uence of natural emissions is enhanced over most parts

of Europe by 10-20%. The central model domain is a�ected by an approximately

10-15% concentration change with the exception of the North Sea. Over eastern

Europe, the concentration is enhanced by up to 20% by natural emissions. Rel-

atively, the highest concentration change belongs to the North Sea. The relative

impact change in conjunction with the low total change is a sign that very low con-

centrations caused by natural emissions are empowered in their relevance by greatly

reducing the anthropogenic emissions here. The opposite e�ect indicated that these

areas are already substantially in�uenced by natural emissions with a higher share
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6.3 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.8: Concentration share changes of di�erent nitrogen species between the ant and
lno cases. A higher percentage shows increasing concentration share in the lno
case. a) For 2010, b) for 2040. NO is nitrogen monoxide, NO2 is nitrogen
dioxide, and NO3 is the nitrate radical. ANO3 I, J and K denote the three
particle modes of particulate nitrate. HONO is nitrous acid, and N2O5 is
dinitrogen pentoxide. PAN and PANX are peroxyacyl nitrates. HNO3 denotes
nitric acid, and NTR denotes organic nitrates.

in the future due to the reduction of anthropogenic emissions.

In the Adriatic Sea, change is comparable to the remainder of the Mediterranean

Sea area, but the total change in this area is higher. This results on the one hand

from the anthropogenic reduction and on the other hand from the impact of veg-

etation �res and lightning in this area. This is clearly visible in winter (Fig. 6.5).

When convective activity is low, the impact in central Europe is as high as in sum-

mer, but in the coastal areas of the Mediterranean and Adriatic Seas, which are

more dependent on lightning emissions, the concentration impact change between
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6 Natural nitrogen under largely reduced anthropogenic emissions

Figure 6.9: Ozone background concentration share by natural emissions in summer. Left
graphics after Eq. 6.2, and right after Eq. 6.3.

the base case and the scenario case is less than in summer. Very little change can

be observed in Turkey and around Moscow. Over Turkey, this is related to a very

small emissions reduction. Over Moscow, anthropogenic emissions are so high and

natural emissions are so low that a reduction of approximately 10% does not lead

to a higher share of natural emissions. Emissions here are approximately 10 Gg

N per grid cell. Comparable magnitudes of emissions in 2010, but approximately

10% more reduction to 2040, could be observed in the Netherlands. Because of the

higher reduction factor, natural emissions gain importance in the Netherlands by

approximately 2-5%, while natural emissions over Moscow gain only approximately

1%.

The species composition in Fig. 6.8 b) for 2040 resembles the composition in Fig.

6.8 a) for 2010. In detail, NO2 and HNO3 have a lower share, while the organic

nitrogen species (PAN, PNA and NTR) have a higher share than 2010. This indi-

cates a composition change toward more reservoir molecules and organic nitrogen

compounds than inorganic, fast reactive oxidized nitrogen species.

The dry deposition reacts to the emissions change with intensi�cation in most ar-

eas, relating to the pattern and strength of the concentration share change, both in

summer and winter. The highest relative change is over the British Islands, and the

highest absolute change is over southern Italy and the central Mediterranean Sea.

The southern Baltic Sea and the corresponding riparian coastal areas are excluded
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from this and remain with the same share as in 2010 by approximately +5% onshore

to -5% o�shore. This result indicates that there is no change of sign in the nitrate

deposition behavior in 2040 evident in these areas. Dry deposition over land, sea

and the coastal grid cells referring to natural emissions is very similar to the base

case, with 136 Gg N, 33 Gg N and 41 Gg N, respectively. Relatively, the share is

enhanced for land grid cells to 13%, sea cells to 9 % and coastal grid cells to 10%

relative contribution of natural emissions to dry deposition.

Although an intensi�cation in the wet deposition could also be observed, a neg-

ative contribution could be observed over central Europe. This is explainable with

an increase in NHx concentration in this area, which increases the particle-related

wet deposition of NO3. In those areas with negative change, less particles are avail-

able due to the additional emission of reactive oxidized nitrogen and VOCs from

natural sources and even less in the future by less anthropogenic emissions. The

winter dry deposition change related to the natural emissions under the scenario

conditions is low, while the wet deposition change is approximately an additional

20%. This is especially observable in the region of the Baltic States. Wet deposition

is less directly related to natural nitrogen oxide changes than dry deposition is. The

total contribution of natural emissions in 2040 for the wet deposition for land grid

cells is 20 Gg N, 9 Gg N for sea grid cells and 4 Gg N for coastal grid cells. The

share of natural emissions contribution to wet deposition is signi�cantly enhanced

in contrast to 2010. The share is now 7% for land grid cells, 2% for sea cells and

2% for coastal grid cells.

The IIASA ECLIPSE MTFR scenario shows the maximum technically feasible

emissions reduction future. Despite the large uncertainties, this simulation shows the

upper boundary of natural emissions contribution by today's technological achieve-

ments for the years 2010 to 2040.

Whereas the method allows observing the emissions reduction e�ect very clearly,

the e�ects of changing climate and changing meteorological conditions in 2040 are

neglected. Although this is an uncertain approximation, it is necessary to measure

only the anthropogenic emissions reduction impact and is su�cient for the purpose

of this study. Thus, the natural emissions were considered as unchanged.

Furthermore, studies (Schefczyk and Heinemann, 2017; Lehmann et al., 2014; Riahi

et al., 2007) indicate that thunderstorm activity for Europe is likely to decrease,
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while warming will increase. On the one hand, these e�ects may be equal in mag-

nitude regarding the natural emissions intensity and leave the natural emissions

unchanged; on the other hand, changes are projected to be small for central Europe

until 2100, so the e�ects until 2040 are supposed to be small enough to be neglected

in this particular study.

As it was the aim of this study to obtain the �rst insights into the contribution

change of natural emissions, it was decided to use only one year in the current emis-

sions and one in the future emissions environment. This allows obtaining fast and

computationally e�cient results for the di�erent cases but limits the representativ-

ity for other years. The results must be interpreted in this context as an insight,

which provides the direction in which the contribution will move in the future.

6.4 Conclusion

The study investigates the future impact of natural emissions of reactive-nitrogen-

related species by soil and vegetation, wild�res and lightning under changing an-

thropogenic emissions conditions. A base year of 2010 with an emissions dataset

of 2010 with meteorology for 2012 was used as a reference. We created an anthro-

pogenic emissions dataset for a future with the highest emissions reduction e�orts

based on the IIASA ECLIPSE V5a MTFR scenario. Because the scenario shows a

large reduction in anthropogenic emissions, it shows the upper boundary of natural

emissions contribution by today's technological achievements.

Natural emissions and their resulting air concentration and deposition contribu-

tion will be relatively more important in the future compared to now in the highly

industrialized region of Europe. In general, it will be more important in those areas

where anthropogenic emissions will be largely reduced. Even if the average concen-

tration response is as expected, nonlinearities occur in certain regions that were not

expected before and gain the understanding of natural emission interactions. This

is particularly interesting in the chemical transformation context and the di�erent

deposition behaviors of particles and gases. Natural emissions of nitrogen and VOCs

change the composition of species in the atmosphere toward more organic nitrogen

compounds. In the future, this e�ect will be stronger. The formation and change

of species lead to altered deposition characteristics. Regions will be less a�ected
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by the deposition of oxidized nitrogen because more natural emissions occur than

without them. Some regions will gain and some will lose nitrogen input in the future

by natural emissions. Overall, the contribution and deposition of and by natural

emissions in 2040 will be higher than in 2010.

An important �nding for interpreting the chemistry transport model output under

the scenario conditions was also determined by this study. In the interpretation of

impact changes, relative and absolute changes are clearly observed in conjunction.

Otherwise, the information of whether a large relative change is associated with

a reasonable concentration or deposition change will be lost. The other �nding

regarding the technique is the use of longer time periods. Although an entire year

was used, the emissions have some very year-speci�c patterns. To come closer to a

generalized answer regarding contribution change, it would be necessary to repeat

the performed calculations for several years.

Natural emissions will become as relevant as being responsible for up to 50%

of the central and eastern European air concentrations of reactive nitrogen under

the possible future of the MTFR scenario. They alter the chemical composition

of the atmosphere by increasing the share of organic nitrogen compounds and will

contribute in a relatively larger share to the deposition processes a�ecting ecosys-

tems. Better representations of the spatial and temporal distributions and of the

actual emission magnitude are important to meet the future needs of air pollution

estimation and legislation. This enhances the need for more detailed and higher-

dimensional observations even in rural areas and improved observation capabilities

by satellites of �re and lightning to create a more reliable database for emission

modeling by simultaneously improving model performance and detail.
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7.1 Conclusion

This thesis asks how reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions from natural sources a�ect

the air concentrations and deposition of nitrogen compounds in northern Euro-

pean coastal areas. Several studies regarding di�erent sources, sinks and under the

pressure of chemical composition change of the atmosphere were conducted. The

research was focused on the nitrogen oxides NO and NO2. Related oxidized species

were covered by describing the interaction with nitrogen monoxide and dioxide.

Ammonia was addressed regarding its role in the formation of the nitrogen aerosol

ammonium nitrate.

It was determined that lightning emissions of nitrogen monoxide and soil emis-

sions of nitrogen monoxide are the major emissions sources of oxidized nitrogen from

natural processes. They are responsible for almost 10% of the total reactive oxidized

nitrogen emissions in Europe. Wild�res have an impact on local air quality, but their

contribution to the European budget is low, less than one percent. In addition to

the loss of nitrogen through deposition, there is a loss of nitrogen to the vegetation

during the primary emission from soil. Taking this into account, lightning and soil

emissions are on the same order of magnitude as soil emissions, approximately 20%

higher than lightning. Without the e�ect of canopy reduction, the emission from

soil is higher (approximately 50%) than the emission from lightning.

Thus, how do natural emissions a�ect the air concentrations and deposition of

nitrogen compounds in northern European coastal areas? Natural emissions modify

the chemical composition, in�uence reaction pathways and change the deposition

of reactive nitrogen compounds in the air. Oxidized nitrogen species are increased

throughout the model domain. Those regions that are more naturally characterized

by land use are clearly in�uenced to a greater extent than anthropogenically utilized
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regions by natural emissions.

The emission of natural nitrogen oxides not only leads to higher concentrations

of oxidized species on average but also to the formation of nitric acid, and in the

presence of ammonia, particulate nitrate in form of the ammonium nitrate, aerosol

is formed.

Particulate species di�er in their physical behavior. These species are more e�-

ciently washed out by rain. They settle less by gravity because their size makes

them more vulnerable to friction forces than gas molecules. This in�uences the

balance between the di�erent nitrogen species and causes a reduction in reduced

nitrogen air concentrations by deposition.

As it was shown, natural emissions are responsible for up to 20% of today's concen-

tration of nitrogen oxides in the atmosphere over Europe on average. This depends

on the period considered and is especially true in the summer months. Under the

assumption of a maximum technically feasible reduction scenario, the contribution

of natural emissions to the atmospheric concentration of nitrogen oxides will double

in the period from 2010 to 2040. In this context, the in�uence of VOCs will lead to

higher concentrations of organic nitrate reservoir molecules. This impacts aerosol

formation and deposition behavior. Deposition is decreased in those regions where

less aerosol is formed.

A topic not fully considered is cross-sensitivities to other species, such as ozone or

sulfur, which are also important atmospheric pollutants. Ozone as a gaseous sub-

stance heavily in�uences the nitrogen oxide cycling in the atmosphere with di�erent

e�ects during day and night. The background concentration of ozone is generally

decreased by the additional emission of reactive oxidized nitrogen. In regions where

nitrogen air concentrations are low and VOC emissions are high, ozone is largely

decreased.

Sulfur is a precursor for sulfate and therefore aerosol in the atmosphere. Ammonium

bisulfate and ammonium sulfate are condensed by the gaseous precursors before am-

monium nitrate will form. In the endeavor of reducing acidic rain and air pollution

over the past decades, sulfur has been controlled very strictly, and its concentration

has been decreased to a low level. Consequently, there is mostly an ammonia excess

regime present, where enough ammonia is available for the formation of ammonium
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nitrate, and cross-sensitivities to natural nitrogen emissions are of minor role.

With this in mind, the questions formulated in 1.7 can be answered as follows:

• Will vegetation act as a sink for natural reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions?

All type of leaves and needles of plants that have a curticula or stomata will act as

a sink for the primary emission of natural reactive nitrogen. The freshly emitted

nitrogen monoxide from soil is quickly converted into nitrogen dioxide and �ows

through the canopy of trees, plants and grasses. The stomata reduce the emission

�ux through the dissolution of NO2. This reduces the natural emission �ux by 20%

on average, especially in heavily vegetated areas. In coniferous forests and big-leaf

agriculturally utilized areas, the reduction is considerably more and could reach up

to 50%.

As determined in this thesis, leaf area and meteorologically driven plant behavior

lead for Europe to a reduction of approximately 5% of reactive oxidized nitrogen in

the ambient air on average. In some areas that are strongly naturally utilized and

are less anthropogenically in�uenced, the oxidized nitrogen concentration reduction

is up to 30%.

The implementation analysis shows that emission models and chemistry transport

models do need the canopy reduction parameterization to more correctly represent

the air concentration of nitrogen, especially in less anthropogenically in�uenced

regions.

• How important are natural sources of reactive nitrogen for the European at-

mospheric nitrogen budget?

All natural sources together account for approximately 10% of the atmospheric emis-

sions of reactive oxidized nitrogen and cause an in�uence. During the summer season

in particular, the concentration and deposition patterns are signi�cantly in�uenced

by natural reactive oxidized nitrogen emissions. Although the concentration and de-

position patterns vary throughout the domain, the concentration is generally higher

with natural emissions than without, and dry deposition is higher than without nat-

ural emissions but lower in those areas where wet deposition is also lower. Whereas
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central Europe in summer is less in�uenced by 0% to 10%, eastern Europe is more

in�uenced by 20% to 40%. Northern Africa and northern Norway and Sweden are

highly in�uenced by natural oxidized nitrogen by up to 60%. In winter, this is

considerably less, and only northern Africa is a�ected. Dry deposition is enhanced

over broad areas of Europe relating to higher concentrations, with less deposition

relating to those areas where particulate nitrogen is formed. This originates from

less nitric acid formed by a greater formation of organic nitrates and is a side e�ect

of biogenic emissions that do not only contain nitrogen but also VOCs. The largest

natural oxidized nitrogen sources are nitrogen monoxide emissions with 0.37 Tg N

(5.3%) from soil and with 0.3 Tg N (4.4%) from lightning. Although vegetation

�res are responsible for a larger contribution of natural nitrogen emissions to the

air concentrations on short time scales, they only contribute with 0.02 Tg (0.3%) to

the total budget. The contribution is changing from year to year, but lightning and

soil emissions calculations are based on the usual conditions around 2010. Wild�res

are more unusual than the other emissions and may not be representative for 2010,

but they provide a clue of the chemical contribution.

It is an important �nding that depending on the source composition, reduced nitro-

gen acts in di�erent manners. When only considering nitrogen from lightning, the

air concentration through the whole model region is slightly reduced. Only in one

case, when the nitrogen emissions by lighting exceed a certain level, is there also an

increase in the reduced nitrogen. In the experiment where all biogenic emissions,

including VOCs, were added, this has a signi�cant regional impact on the behavior

of the particulate species.

• What role will reactive nitrogen from natural sources play in Europe under

largely reduced anthropogenic emissions?

Under the assumption that natural emissions remain unchanged while anthropogenic

emissions are largely reduced, reactive oxidized nitrogen from natural sources will

increase their share of the total reactive nitrogen in the atmosphere. Depending

on the region and the reduction scenario, this might be as important as 20% more

than actual. The total contribution change for the dry deposition is comparable

to the concentration. The wet deposition portion is increased where it was posi-

tive before and decreased where it was reduced before. On average, this leads to
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a contribution that doubles its share to the total reactive oxidized nitrogen share.

Various cross-sensitivities to VOCs, ozone, reduced nitrogen and therefore partic-

ulate matter greatly increase the complexity of the system and make predictions

and interpretations even more challenging. This underlines the need for complex

nonlinear chemistry transport models for studies with this scope of investigation.

Emissions are supposed to decrease in the future, and this aim appears to be

achieved. Nevertheless, the chosen scenario is the maximum technically feasible

reduction scenario. The calculated gain in importance is therefore the most possible

under the assumption that natural emissions do not change in total.

7.2 Outlook

Emissions modeling is continuously being improved. Natural emissions are uncer-

tain in modeling because the database is often very thin. The modeling community

needs better observations and new techniques for measuring emissions from soil, �re

and lightning. This would improve emission factors and process understanding. A

more reliable estimate for the nitrogen monoxide emissions of �ashes and a better

�ux dataset under and above the canopy of di�erent vegetation types would greatly

improve the emissions and reduction calculations in this thesis.

Canopy reduction lacks the reduction of anthropogenic sources that might also be

a�ected by absorption at the leaves. The implementation of this e�ect would again

need a database of nitrogen oxide �uxes under and above the canopy layer. In a �rst

step, this should be performed in areas with well-de�ned anthropogenic emissions.

This could be a single road leading through a forest that would enable developing

emission factor corrections for anthropogenic sources depending on the speci�c land

use. A great challenge on the model side would be the di�erentiation of the dry de-

position process from the atmosphere and the initial reduction by deposition of the

primary emission. While it is pretty clear to di�erentiate when natural emissions are

considered only a�ected by canopy reduction, the di�erentiation is far more complex

if all emissions are in�uenced by the canopy.

The lightning emissions are calculated based on open-source climatology. Lightning

data are often limited to restricted access. A comparison of the calculated �ash

density and �ash density measurement would create a more robust statement for

the reliability of the method.

This thesis gains knowledge regarding the importance of natural emissions for the
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atmospheric nitrogen load in Europe. Note that the performed experiments are for

selected test cases and time periods. Although it is possible to precisely answer the

asked questions and comprehend the basic behavior of the species and the model, a

generalization from the experiments to the general behavior of chemical substances

in the atmosphere under the in�uence of natural nitrogen emissions is di�cult. To

gain more trust in the natural emissions contribution and to come closer to a gen-

eralized approach, it would be necessary to repeat the calculations made for several

years.

The future emissions scenario is only one possible representation of the future. It

should at be least improved by sector-speci�c emissions reduction. It is also recom-

mended to vary the emissions reduction scenario and to create a variety of future

realizations. The e�ect of climate change should be taken into account to substan-

tially prove that climate change will not signi�cantly change the emissions in Europe

as assumed in the scenario calculation. Furthermore the e�ect of climate change on

longer time scales and the natural emission contribution on the respective RCPs

emission change should be evaluated.
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Suppl. Flowchart 1

Figure A.1: From the supplement of publication �Implementation of di�erent big-leaf
canopy reduction functions in the Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS)
and their impact on concentrations of oxidized nitrogen species in northern
Europe �: Flowchart describing the model procedure to create biogenic NO
emissions in BEIS in the REFERENCE CASE
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Figure A.2: From the supplement of publication �Implementation of di�erent big-leaf
canopy reduction functions in the Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS)
and their impact on concentrations of oxidized nitrogen species in northern
Europe �: Flowchart describing the model procedure to create biogenic NO
emissions in BEIS with canopy reduction in the in the VP02 CASE
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Suppl. Flowchart 3

Figure A.3: From the supplement of publication �Implementation of di�erent big-leaf
canopy reduction functions in the Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS)
and their impact on concentrations of oxidized nitrogen species in northern
Europe �: Flowchart describing the model procedure to create biogenic NO
emissions in BEIS with canopy reduction in the in the YL95 CASE
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Figure A.4: From the supplement of publication �Implementation of di�erent big-leaf
canopy reduction functions in the Biogenic Emission Inventory System (BEIS)
and their impact on concentrations of oxidized nitrogen species in northern
Europe �: Flowchart describing the model procedure to create biogenic NO
emissions in BEIS with canopy reduction in the in the WA98 CASE
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A.2 Addendum to manuscript 3

Quanti�cation of lightning-induced nitrogen oxide emissions over Europe

In this appendix chapter the supplement with the publication of manuscript 3 is
presented. Table A.3 shows the original acronyms list used in the published version
of the manuscript.
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Table A.3: The original acronyms list used in the published version of the manuscript
�Quanti�cation of lightning-induced nitrogen oxide emissions over Europe�.

CBo5tucl AE6 carbon bond 5 chemistry mechanism with ISORROPIA AE6 aerosol mechanism
CMAQ Community Multi-scale Air Quality Model
corr linear Correlation coe�cient
COSMO-CLM Consortium for small scale modeling - Climate limited-area modelling-community
CTH Cloud top height
DWD Deutscher Wetterdienst
ECMWF European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
EMEP European Monitoring and Evaluation program
EULINOX The European Lightning Nitrogen Oxides Project
GEOS-CHEM Goddard Earth Observing System Chemistry transport model
HRMC High-Resolution Monthly Climatology
HTAP Hemispheric Transport of Air Pollution
LIS/OTD Lightning Imaging Sensor / Optical transient detector
MCIP Meteorological Preprocessor for CMAQ
mol/�. Emission factor in mole N per �ash
NASA National Aeronautics and Space Administration
nm Nanometer
NMB Normalized mean bias
NO Nitrogen oxide
NO2 Nitrogen dioxide
NOy NO + NO2 + HONO + PAN + N2O5 + HNO3 + NO3

NHx NH3 + NH+
4

OMI Ozone Measurement Instrument
PBL Planetary boundary layer
RMSEP Root mean square error of prediction
SMOKE-EU Sparse Matrix Operator Kernel Emissions for Europe
STEAM Ship Tra�c Emission Assessment Model
TEMIS Tropospheric Emission Monitoring Internet Service
Tg N Teragram with respect to the mol weight of nitrogen
TRMM Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
UTC Universal Time Code
VHF Very High Frequency
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A.3 Addendum to manuscript 4

Natural oxidized reactive nitrogen air concentrations under largely re-
duced anthropogenic emissions in Europe

In this appendix chapter the supplement with the publication of manuscript 4 is
presented. The supplement includes the full reduction factor table A.4 which is the
full version of the chapter 6 table 6.2.
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Table A.4: All Reduction factors for 2040 emissions as factors of 2010 emissions as cal-
culated from the IIASA ECLIPSE V5a MTFR Scenario from the manuscript
�Natural oxidized reactive nitrogen air concentrations under largely reduced
anthropogenic emissions in Europe �.

Land SOX NOX NH3 VOC PM2.5

Albania 1.05 0.92 0.20 0.46 0.50
Austria 0.68 0.29 0.20 0.46 0.31
Belarus 0.93 0.95 0.20 0.46 0.74
Belgium 0.72 0.45 0.17 0.60 0.40
Bosnia and Herzegovina 0.30 0.67 0.25 0.39 0.46
Bulgaria 0.14 0.29 0.10 0.27 0.35
Croatia 0.38 0.48 0.27 0.46 0.33
Cyprus 0.09 0.28 0.19 0.50 0.31
Czech Republic 0.26 0.36 0.17 0.34 0.42
Denmark 0.49 0.35 0.17 0.32 0.19
Estonia 0.25 0.43 0.18 0.40 0.23
Finland 0.37 0.37 0.20 0.24 0.28
France 0.44 0.32 0.18 0.43 0.27
Germany 0.32 0.35 0.17 0.47 0.31
Greece 0.14 0.33 0.17 0.36 0.31
Hungary 0.33 0.36 0.18 0.35 0.32
Iceland 2.68 0.90 0.19 0.49 0.35
Ireland 0.47 0.32 0.20 0.52 0.20
Italy 0.60 0.37 0.19 0.40 0.32
Latvia 0.89 0.46 0.25 0.31 0.29
Lithuania 0.50 0.34 0.15 0.38 0.27
Luxembourg 0.56 0.15 0.14 0.55 0.36
Malta 0.06 0.20 0.23 0.52 0.14
Moldova 0.82 0.75 0.23 0.50 0.77
Netherlands 0.60 0.38 0.16 0.49 0.52
Norway 1.29 0.77 0.32 0.45 0.48
Poland 0.29 0.33 0.18 0.42 0.55
Portugal 0.71 0.42 0.16 0.50 0.38
Romania 0.20 0.47 0.21 0.28 0.32
Russian Federation 1.26 0.74 0.16 0.49 0.50
Serbia 0.25 0.56 0.15 0.38 0.60
Slovakia 0.24 0.51 0.20 0.49 0.39
Slovenia 0.33 0.27 0.17 0.49 0.42
Spain 0.45 0.42 0.20 0.51 0.76
Sweden 0.71 0.32 0.19 0.54 0.55
Switzerland 0.39 0.30 0.16 0.44 0.33
Turkey 1.11 1.16 0.24 0.50 0.48
Ukraine 0.44 0.87 0.22 0.43 0.60
United Kingdom 0.19 0.29 0.20 0.51 0.39
Shipping Emissions 0.12 0.29 0.85 0.92 0.49
Area weighted average 0.42 0.42 0.52 0.68 0.47
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